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~ ~-s Have Closed: Four More Years of 
George W. Busb By SARAH MARTINO 
John Kerry loses 
On November 3rd, 2004, John Kerry stepped in front of a 
crowd in Boston's Faneuil Hall and announced what most 
already knew: he had been defeated and George W. Bush 
would be President for four more years. "In America, it is 
vital that every vote counts, and that every vote be count-
ed ... But it is now clear that even when all the provisional 
ballots are counted, which they will be, there won't be 
enough outstanding votes for our campaign to be able to 
win Ohio. And therefore, we cannot win this election." 
Kerry lost Ohio, and consequently lost the presidency, by 
about 130,000 votes. 
What turned out to be a solid win for Bush, who 
won 286 electoral votes to Kerry's 252 and won the popu-
lar vote by over three million, had not looked so definite 
when Election Day began on the morning of November 
2nd. Many polls had shown Kerry with a slight lead over 
Bush going into the election and talk of unprecedented 
voter turnout, especially among youth who were likely to 
vote for Kerry, made a Democratic win look very possible. 
Exit polls throughout the day continued to name Kerry as 
the leader in many swing states, including Florida and 
Ohio, two of the most crucial for each candidate to win. 
Although most news networks refused to make projections 
based on exit polls. rumors of a Kerry victory and very con-
cerned Republicans flooded internet news sites and biogs 
based on the early and unreliable results. 
In the end, Kerry did not win Florida or Ohio, 
though there was still hope for the latter before Kerry's 
concession speech. Despite what the exit polls initially 
reported, of the big swing states Kerry was only able to 
take Pennsylvania, and of the rest of the country he could 
only win the West Coast, the Northeast, and the states sur-
rounding the Great Lakes, leaving the majority of the map 
to be colored in red. Memories of the 2000 election, the 
discrepancy between exit polls and actual results, and sto-
ries of voter disenfranchisement and voter fraud that have 
been circulated on the internet, in some independent 
media sources, and by word of mouth have caused some 
to question the validity of another Bush victory. However, 
the mainstream media has yet to pick up on these allega-
tions ancr it is unclear which claims are legitimate and 
which are not. It remains to be seen whether or not com-
plaints of disenfranchisement and fraud will be seriously 
investigated. 
What is clear is the success the Republicans had 
in mobilizing voters. Voter turnout was indeed unprece-
dented this year, but not necessarily in favor of Kerry. 
Approximately 120 million Americans voted in the 2004 
election, 15 million more than in the 2000 election, which 
meant increases in voter turnout in every demographic. 
However, although more people between the ages of 
eighteen and twenty-nine voted, and were more likely to 
vote for Kerry, they only made up for 17% of the votes 
which was similar to the percentage in the 2000 election. 
While much attention had been paid to groups like 
MoveOn and ACT that were r~gistering voters and cam-
paigning against Bush, less publicity was focused on the 
Republican "get out the vote" effort, which proved to be just 
as strong, if not stronger. According to the Washington 
Post, White House Senior Adviser Karl Rove and other 
Republican strategists devised a plan using ·computer 
models and demographics" to identify probable Republi-
can voters and approach them with messages tailored to 
their concerns to convince them to vote for Bush. They 
were able to register 3.4 million people. 
What was it that sent so many people running to 
the polls, so eager to vote, that in some cases they waited 
in line for hours? Exit polls cited moral values and the 
economy as the two most important issues in the election. 
While voters who chose the economy as most important 
were largely in favor of Kerry, those concerned with moral 
values overwhelmingly voted for Bush. The prevalence of 
concern over moral values among voters clearly shows 
Bush's ability to turn out voters based on his support for a 
constitutional amendment banning gay marriage, his con-
demnation of partial birth abortion, and his public embrace-
ment of Christianity and faith-based initiatives, among 
other issues that some consider to have "moral" implica-
tions. This helped Bush bring out the Evangelical Christian 
vote, but also might account for the increase in his support 
from seniors who are more likely to be opposed to gay 
marriage. 
The Republican Party's success in aligning them-
selves with "moral issues' not only helped them to win the 
White House, but also the Congress where they now hold 
55 Senate seats and 231 House seats. However, even 
with this success it is unlikely that the Bush administration 
will ever be able to win over a large number of the 
56,249,551 people who voted for John Kerry, despite what 
the President said in his victory speech. "Today I want to 
speak to every person who voted for my opponent. To 
make this nation stronger and better, I will need your sup-
port, and I will work to earn it. I will do all I can do to 
deserve your trust. A new term is a new opportunity to 
reach out to the whole nation. We have one country, one 
Constitution and one future that binds us. And when we 
come together and work together, there is no limit to the 
greatness of America." He may want to be a ·uniter not a 
divider" but there is no reason to believe after this close 
election, which was fought until the bitter end, that the 
country is headed in a more united direction. 
Kerry's loss is a huge blow to his supporters, 
many of whom are genuinely frightened by the damage 
four more years of the Bush administration could do to 
America, to its reputation, and to the global community. 
This fear has only grown since the election with statements 
from President Bush like this one made the day after his 
victory: ·1 earned capital in the campaign, political capital, 
and I intend to spend it." However, like it or not, Bush got 
the votes of a sizeable majority of the country, leaving the 
Democratic Party to seriously reconsider what they need 
to do from here on in to broaden their base. Some argue 
that the party must adopt a more moderate and "family val-
ues· orientated platform, while others say that the Democ-
rats could get a more liberal candidate elected if they could 
just turn out larger percentages of the groups most likely to 
vote for them, like young people and African Americans. 
Whatever the consensus, it is apparent that this defeat will 
not be taken lightly and that Democrats have a great deal 
of work to do. 
won a ma1onty o t e vote, ma e country seem vast y ot 
ou e, e ap on e ng ows nties in which Bush won the majority, sti/1 leaving threatfming blocks of red. 
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George's Big Day! By NOAH WESTON r-------n on ay, e res1 ent me wit 1s w1 e an er e o 1 
I 
members of the American Society of Menopausal Women lo 
Culture of Life, and signed legislation that would change th 
1 
Presidential seal to an image of Uncle Sam spitting on a hud-
led, pregnant teen. While the affair's mood was upbeat, 
ountless troubles plagued George beneath his clever fa9ad 
I i f confident simplicity. 
sama 1n a en was st1 on t e oose, 1 e y aug 1ng 1t up at 
Contradance and hitting on little, innocent American pre-ado-
lescents. All the while, he plotted against the very people who 
ave him the gift of dance and the less savory gift of little girls. 
omosexua s were perva 1ng every inc o o s nite 
States, even our schoolhouses, to tempt the nation's youth 
ith their wild lifestyle of thrusting and promiscuity. No child 
as left behind in their flamboyant, well-oiled parade of sin. 
ors o a , oug , t e res1 en! su en y oun 1mse 
bandoned by key members of his cabinet. Then, at that cru-
ial juncture in history, he stood at a crossroads, unsure of 
hich way led to glory and which to the vending machines. 
hough he found those vending machines, George still need-
d to replace a number of cabinet members. 
1ng 
oint Condoleeza Rice as his new Secretary of State, a 
ition vacated by Colin Powell, he would go for some-
with a more international appeal, someone not even 
·ve to America. 
efore he knew it, DC area day laborer, Scantron 
elasquez, was surrounded by Secret Service agents, 
ready to take him to his new place of employment at the 
tale Department. 
e year, t e 
, tier world, 
re there were no terrorists, only cowboys and the Lord, 
us Christ. 
e 1rs o w 1c was 1s ecre ary o uca 10n o 
Paige. After a few minutes of contemplation and skip-
ing through the rose garden, George realized that the 
ecretary of Education has to have a unique under-
landing of children. In fact, he thought, why not just 
ppoint a child? Within hours, a Black Hawk helicopter 
escended upon a Virginia playground in order to 
xtract a new Secretary of Education. 
ow, a I a rema1ne was a ecretary o ommerce, ut 
George couldn't remember what he ever did, anyway. 
However, he did remember that as a boy, he always wanted 
knights. So, he handed an appropriations bill to Congress t 
reate a squadron of knights. 
Since the GOP now had an even stronger control of both 
he House and Senate, the process took roughly an hour. 
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Dear Sex Columni . 
Well, my question i;'.:· .... • '.. > x, ut a more 
embarrassing topic. '1\1} '}Stiving constant anal 
.-.•.,-:,:--,..•::.;; 
itching. It's gotten to th here'it's very 
annoying and unbearabl ms like it itches more 
at night time. I keep i · everyJhing, and 
I'm not sexually active. ldit Pe.:: and what 
. . ?7?\{?, . 
do I do? Thanks 
X : • ❖ 
F:'ttL:" 
In short, because of our highlytret~be 
thing is common, as it creates srtiiL"' 
tion. But since you say you keep r:i: 
anal sex, your situation probably i 
help with anal itching ointment th 
Go to the doctor if: 
-You use the ointment and the probleni'( 
ing more at night indicates pinworms. Pt :c, 
rid of, although these creatures are com :.,. 
play naked in the mud with no parental sJp 
who knows what you've been doing. 
-You see blood or mucus in your stool, as thi . .J 
rhoid, again easy to cure. 
Some tips, eat fiber, drink water, and keep clean_ 
Hi, I have a question that I need help with. I usual/ . 
and I like myself. But when I'm around some one tha 
t2 ffi it1,t§;J1; Cf)[!lP,/fµe_ idiot; I stay stupid things and I start td/ 
myself. 7 feel that ttiis is one of the major reasons why 
hard time dating. Do you have any advice? Thanks. 
I'm hardly a psychologist, but no good will come of hating yourself 
when you try to relate to others. I think you are being way too 
hard on yourself and judging yourself when you feel like someone 
you care about is judging you as well. Self confidence is not self 
confidence at all if it only holds up when you are alone. There is 
no way you are going to be comfortable with yourself if you are 
not comfortable with yourself around others. Without knowing you 
all I can say, is relax, no one is judging you. Just present who 
you are and let others make up their own minds about you. After 
all, you are only going to have a good relationship with someone 
who really knows you and cares about you. And you won't get to 
that point if you worry about being an idiot when you open your 
mouth. Good luck and don't worry. If this is a huge problem go 
talk to a therapist at Health Services, they provide a wonderful 
service for FREE, and it will do nothing but help you. 
YOJI ltNtB!! tom.e~ 
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!,at bow else ilff I 
supposed !IJ get off? 
iisgustitrg Wis lh1t? 
I mean flE,t was just 
W/'1181, 
news 

































































































































































Compiled by ETHAN PORTER 
The following results are taken from the Barrytown voting location and do not account 
for the votes casted via absentee ballot or in other precincts. 
PRESIDENTIAL RACE: 
KERRY/EDWARDS: 522 BUSH/CHENEY: 82 NADER/CAMEJO: 20 
SENATE RACE: 
CHUMER: 428 MILLS: 61 REYNOLDS: 34 
ONGRESSIONAL RACE: 
DORIS KELLY: 435 JOHN SWEENEY: 95 
Courtesy of Jonathan Becker 
FUN WITH MAPS 
W~$hington /• 46% 53% 
C••,1· .,> 
11 . 
.• ,._:; ;I 
W~shington, 09 •· 9% ' . . - .~::• :;::::• ;., .. 90% 2 
West Virginia " 56? 43% 
Wisconsin ~.· . ,,,. 49% .. ,50% JO 
Wyom,hg , 69% "'.29% 3 
' 
-Courtesy of GNN,ccm 
Worried that you're 
drowning in a sea 
of red? Concerned 
that the entire 
country has gone 
damn near crazy? 
Fear not, my friend: 
take a look at the 
maps directly to 
the left, which 
unlike those on the 
proceeding page 
(those which have 
been popularized 
by our oh-so divi-
sive news media), 
actually account for 
population. The 
above weights pop-
~lation by state, 
and the map below 
weights population 
by county. See, it's 
not the end of the 
world after all. But 
it's close. 
He received 1 % of the vote in the following states: 
ashington, Nevada, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, 
New Mexico, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, North 
Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Arkansas, Louisiana, 
isconsin, Michigan, Florida, South Carolina, West 
irginia, New Jersey, New Hampshire, Connecticut, 
Rhode Island, Delaware, Washington, D.C., Maryland 
nd Maine. 
He received 2% of the vote in New York and Vermont. 
He performed best among non-white men and women, 
articular1y those who ma_de either below $15,000 a 
ear or more than $150,000. 
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Introducing America's most conservative national party 
In its own words, "the Constitution Party is the only party 
which is completely pro-life, anti-homosexual rights, pro-
American sovereignty, anti-globalist, anti-free trade, anti-
deindustrialization, anti-unchecked immigration, pro-sec-
ond amendment, and against the constantly increasing 
expansion of unlawful police laws, in favor of a strong 
national defense and opposed to unconstitutional inter-
ventionism." In laymen's terms, it is America's most con-
servative national party. 
The Constitution Party wasfilF 
formed in 1992 as the Taxpayer's Partyi· 
out of the merger of George Wallace's@' 
American Independent Party and other{ 
right-wing groups. In 1999, the party:,: 
adopted its current name. Its members, 
felt that this name better reflected the 
nature of their idealogy, which maintains 
that the principles of the founding 
fathers and the Declaration of Indepen-
dence are not outdated. 
rather than to run on the ticket. Instead, Maryland native 
Michael Peroutka was the presidential candidate, with 
Chuck Baldwin as his running mate. 
This election, the Constitution Party was on the 
ballot in thirty-six states, with write-in availability in eight 
more. Its ballot was more accessible to voters than both 
the Green Party and Nader-Camjeo. 
The Constitution Party's goals and positions 
were especially relevant in this election. With eleven 
states voting to ban gay marriage, it is obvious that taking 
a stand on homosexual rights is increasingly important to 
voters. The Constitution Party is the only party openly in 
support of governmental action against homosexual 
rights. The Ubertarian Party, a close Conservative coun-
terpart which could attract similar voters, maintains an 
overall stance against governmental involvement in pri-
vate lives. This party states in the executive summary of 
its platform that "adults have the right to private choice in 
consensual sexual activity." If the tendency toward active 
opposition of gay rights seen in this election continues to 
grow, the Constitution Party will likely grow with it. 
In this election, the Constitution Party defied pop-
ular wisdom regarding third parties in the most hotly con-
tested state of Ohio. With neither Nader nor the Green 
Party on the ballot, the Constitution Party and Ubertarian 
Party could have "spoiled" the election for the right. 
Instead, these parties earned 14,331 and 11,614 votes 
respectively, and Bush still managed to win the state. 
Prior to the election, James Burkhamer, chair-
man of the Constitution Party of Ohio explained via email 
why he did not worry about ruining the election for the 
right. "Most Peroutka supporters would not have other-
In its first three elections, 
Howard Phillips was the Constitution 
Party candidate for President. Initially, 
party members hoped that this year's 
candidate would be Roy Moore, the 
Alabama Supreme Court Judge who 
was removed from office for refusing to 
get rid of a Ten Commandments monu-
ment in the courthouse. Moore's 
famous name and face could have · 
,·- wise voted for Bush," he commented. 
drastically increased support for the - ;,Jh_e onst1tutio_n Party (Right) and RoyMgQr~. \ 
party. However: Moore chose to c?ntm- 'Left) the de osed AJabama Su rerne:couff'Uud e 
ue to seek reinstatement as a Judge \ . . .. P.. ·: . . . . .. P.. _.. , . ·.·•·· •·•r ••···•••••:••·•••• .. ·· • : ·:•••·,-.,-•·••·· •. . 9 ... 
The Final Countdown: News Anal_¥sis 
"Reliable" predictions on election night _ By N :i-
CNN is the most trusted name in news. As the returns 
came in from a statistically dead heat presidential election, 
the assorted analysts and pundits in the studio and via 
satellite were tossing predictions back and forth as a siz-
able percentage of the viewing public were glued to their 
seats. But the predictions on the night of November 2nd 
were not based on political and social factors. They were 
based on which candidate was leading in St. Louis Coun-
ty, which candidate won the Nickelodeon kid's choice vote, 
and which candidate was taller. 
Pundits and poll watchers on CNN during the 
election returns couldn't have been less concerned with 
the issues or more concerned with the kind of historical 
trivia based more in tradition and accidents of history than 
. it is on the political tides of our nation. This 
,. eleventh hour brand of political discourse had 
more in common with Nostradamus than with 
sincere analysis. Issues and rhetoric alike 
seemed to melt away during the final count-
, L down as the returns came in, and in their place 
· .were numerous examples of statistical anom-
alies and trivial minutiae. 
The candidates themselves were heard 
.-.:;'.,tW·•·mentioni~g such trivia on the day_s leading up to 
..•.... · , ·,wJthe election (neglecting to mention, of course, 
}}those statistics that worked against them.) John 
;1 Kerry, when campaigning in Wisconsin, men-
.t · tioned the 36-year strong supposed election 
l", predictor of the Green Bay Packer's victory over 
f, the Washington Redskins as a sign the incum-
J.:,, bent party would be deposed. The importance 
··· ·· · of this comment goes beyond its appeal to 
crowds of Democratic Cheeseheads; it goes to 
the heart of the issue of voodoo election predic-
,-;.--=..;;;,;=~-;;;:;=;.;;;...,.,....;;;;;,;;;;;;_ ~-~. ,;;;;;;;,;...;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;=:;;;:;;.;..;;;.tion in a race so close, the winner was anyone's 
cconryg to ·erry, e a{eg. t~ e coun ry · ~es guess. 
in the hands of the Green Bay Packers and w~~t propels the desire to stop talking 
. • • ., . . about politics and try and divine the results of 
the Washmgton Redskms an election through historical statistics? A 
•· ' ' : 1 •· superficial or trivial fact passes for a rule, which 
then masquerades as a recipe for political certainty. It 
comes as no surprise that sparring between candidates 
and discussions in the media and homes across America 
depart from the "issues" of any given election. But in an 
election with so much clearly at stake, the media's act of 
turning themselves into political soothsayers is an ever-
clearer symptom of deep-seated political, social, and cul-
tural maladies. 
One of the CNN pundits that night had the gall to 
start a sentence with "Well, to put this in a historical con-
text for you .. ." and go on to discuss how "not since John 
Quincy Adams!" or "Not since William McKinley!" or "Wil-
liam Henry Harrison!" had such and such a state been 
taken by whichever party. Parading such statistics of the 
past as historical context misses the point of the election 
and democratic participation: helping to shape the future. 
The only true historical context of this election will be 
formed by the winner's administration. The only certainty 
of the election was what would happen if Bush were 
reelected. The only thing we could do was decide, vote, 
and watch. 
Through it all, there seemed to be a nearly tacit 
awareness that even the most seemingly solid of these 
predictors carry little weight. To paraphrase one of the 
Crossfire idiot twins: "An incumbent wartime president has 
never been defeated, and a president with a less than 50% 
approval rate has never been reelected, so one of those is 
going to be broken tonight." 
our mot e. ·• - ts to · w~- server ts r:iow o er-
·:__ ::;: 
ing subscrfp mnS. ~$3' :< r' on ;~·-' . I' at leca .. iSsu0s. 
You Or Yo~r pclrent§~~an. make,'qh~qkS,~~f'
0
lo The 
· 1~v~r .f dd· se·n9 :f ~~~.:;~~,s~;Jt;~!~•@;if':ll?u.~ Mail 
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By GRIFFIN EPSTEIN, BEN REED, LEE BRADY, CHRISTINA REITEMEYER, PARRIS 
HUMPHREY, and GUS FELDMAN 
We are writing this article as activists who partook in the dents were under the impression that the action was fin- ed upon the student and various others in his/her proximi-
planning and execution of the November 3rd actions. This ished. They were merely walking home. ty, some of whom reacted to the seizure of the student by 
article intends to dispel any myths or misrepresentations of When students approached the intersection of clutching onto him/her. This devolved quickly into arbitrary 
the civil disobedience and subsequent arrests. We feel it is Route 199 and 9G they were confronted by a line of police piles of police on groups of students, all of whom were 
necessary for students to speak to participants involved in officers blocking the entire intersection, from tree-line to crushed and held to the ground. Many officers had dogs 
the actions, particularly with those who were arrested tree-line. Some officers were holding German Shepherds and were pushing students away from the center of activi-
before criticizing or reacting to the hearsay that was gen- and others had batons in hand. Having no alternative route ty with their batons. At this point one student received an 
erated after the actions. Until then, this account will have back to campus, the students announced that they were abrasion on the face, and was bleeding as he/she was 
to suffice. Keep in mind, much of what we want to write is peaceably returning, and that their protest was over. The placed into the police vehicle. 
being restrained to protect the arrested students, as they police allowed the students to pass, but demanded that It became difficult to discern whom and how 
have not yet been tried. they walk off the road. They followed the students in multi- many were beneath the piles of police. The police were 
Red Hook, NY (3 Nov 2004)- Approx. 250 stu- pie police vehicles, assuring that no student ·crossed the unnecessarily antagonistic toward confused and terrified 
dents marched down 9G into the village:;· · "'· . ~students, and refused to answer multiple 
of Red Hook chanting, singing, and car3\.· ·· '\)queries as to the reason and logic behind 
rying signs that read "Kerry conceded · the arrests. While there was screaming, 
We Won't," • AI-Qeada terrorism will chanting and reacting to the situation, no 
never stop until US terrorism stops," and student at any point attempted to enact 
"Not my President, Not My War." The physical violence upon any of the police offi-
spirit was high as protesters filled both cers. One student remembers being kneed 
sides of the highway. Before the march in the back of the head and spit upon, and 
was met with a heavy police presence, was left with a cut and dirtied face. Another 
students took it upon themselves to safe- was pushed from his/her bike and held to 
ly direct traffic around the march. Factual the pavement. The dogs were allowed to 
fliers concerning discrepancies and bark and jump dangerously close to the stu-
nationwide dissatisfaction with the elec- dents on the ground. A student who was sit-
toral process, and its results, were dis- ting, crying and incapacitated was descend-
tributed to both passing and stopped ed upon by multiple police officers. The stu-
veh1cles. The majority of cars stopped by dent's feet were bound as he/she was held 
the demonstration honked and cheered . to the pavement, beneath the officers. One 
in support. Few motorists were visibly student received an injury to the head, 
upset. Police vehicles escorted the which required hospital attention. The police 
march, but did not interact with the pro- Major, who later stated at the MPR that he 
testers. did not witness the incident, was present for 
When the demonstrators the entirety of the incident and did little to 
arrived in the village of Red Hook, the control the police behavior or the terrified 
police presence amounted to approxi- sentiment of the students. In total, 12 Bard 
mately 40 officers, including of local, students were arrested and removed in 
state, and county police. The march con- police vehicles from the site. Given the pre-
tinued to the intersection of Route 9 and dominantly white make-up of the protest, 
Route 199, the four-cornered center of number of non-white students arrested 
the village of Red Hook. The students,. ... disproportionate. 
proceeded to collectively sit. vibrantly'-'::' The remaining students were 
chanting and singing. While the majority directed to walk back to cam-
of Red Hook residents who were present with continual threats of more arrests. 
spoke out against the demonstration and student attempting to collect names 
held pro-Bush signs, some local resi- [ and badge numbers of officers was threat-
dents, including several middle-school . . ......... ·'!ened with arrest. All of this was witnessed 
students, joined the sit-in. After 10 min- \~~j!;i;;:l!i:{:i;\i{by the students present and is well docu-
utes, the police issued a warning to the · mented on a student's videotape, which 
members of the Bard College administra- contains badges. identifiable police officers 
tion, who were present as observers, that and the Major himself. 
if the students did not disperse, arrests The violence occurred within a very 
would be made. The Bard administrators short period of time, and with no direct warn-
urged the students to complete their ing as to the scope of arrests that were to be 
action and leave. The sit-in continued for made. After the majority of the police action, 
an additional 30 minutes without arrest. members of the Bard administration and 
For the duration of the sit-in, under the security arrived to assess the situation. The 
public eye, the police were communica- arrestees were taken to the precinct in 
tive, patient, and instrumental in efficient- !Rhinebeck and the shaken students com-
ly detouring traffic. pleted their journey back to Bard. 
At this point, the police reiter- An impromptu meeting of students, 
ated their demand for dispersal, threaten- administrators, deans and various police 
ing mass arrest. A majority of students felt officers, including the Major, occurred upon 
that their statement had been made, and return to the campus. However, no ques-
therefore complied with these demands, lions were answered adequately and the 
while a small number of students contin- .---------------- Major denied having directly witnessed the 
ued to sit. The police closed in on the•·-------------------------------------.....1events of the afternoon. The meeting ended 
small group of students, who then dis- with the sentiment that the administration 
persed. The action was considered complete. line· onto the highway. intended to investigate police tactics and behavior. 
The majority of the students involved, and all of Given the size of the student group, it was dif- By seven p.m., the arrestees were released 
the members of the administration present, returned to ficult to keep everyone completely within the bounds of the and served with Desk Appearance Tickets. They go to 
campus in buses and on bikes. The approximate 75 shoulder. One student began to walk in the lane. where a court on the 18th of November. They are currently in con-
remaining chose to walk the distance back to Bard in a police vehicle closely followed. In traditional police tactics, tact with lawyers. 
leisurely and non-confrontational manner. By the time the the driver honked, swerved outside of the student and 
students on foot reached the outskirts of the Red Hook Vil- quickly back in, verbally ordering the student off the road 
lage, they were being heavily followed by police, making it and threatening arrest. At the warning of fellow students, 
difficult for vehicles to pass. They walked mostly on the he/she swiftly returned to the main group. At this point, two 
shoulder of the road and at the edge of the woods. Stu- police officers came running at the student. These officers 
were followed by at least seven others, all of who descend-
About a hundred Bard, Vassar and New Paltz students, 
joined by members of the community, held a "funeral 
march for democracy" early Sunday afternoon in Pough-
keepsie. Clad in black and carrying dead bouquets of 
flowers and four coffins symbolizing democracy, liberty, 
Justice and peace, students walked quietly down Main 
Street, handing out literature about the Bush administra-
tion to onlookers. Several counter-demonstrators were 
present at the beginning and end of the march, waving 
an American flag and telling demonstrators that they were 
demoralizing American troops. Eventually, the procession 
led to the Poughkeepsie Town Hall, in front of which stu-
dents lay down their coffins. A handful of students with 
drums gave the demonstration a purposeful yet mournful 
feel. After arriving at the Town Hall, the demonstrators 
held an impromptu meeting in which plans for possible 
future demonstrations were discussed and contact infor-
mation was exchanged. 
At this point, most of the students began to 
march again. this time using a bullhorn to voice griev-
ances with the administration. The march ended at a very 
busy traffic triangle containing a monument to soldiers 
fallen in war. Here the students spread out to engage 
passing traffic with signs and chanting. Perhaps 30 peo-
ple staged a spontaneous die-in to symbolize the death 
caused by the Bush administration's wars. Largely sup-
portive responses were given by the vast majority of peo-
ple driving in the form of honking, peace signs. and 
raised fists. After a short speech given by Bard professor 
Joel Kovel, the protesters marched back to the beginning 
of the demonstration, chanting to much more enthusiastic 
and hopeful drumbeats. 
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Concern mounts over the future of the Supreme Court 
Over the course of the 2004 election season, President 
Bush complained of ·activist judges" who refashion, 
rather than interpret the law. In light of his reelection, he 
now stands in an ideal position to take the most severe 
measure against what he views as legislating from the 
bench. At least one Supreme Court justice will likely retire 
over the course of Bush's second term, yet it remains 
inconclusive whether any of the possible replacements 
will actually safeguard against the judicial ·activism" Bush 
decried or further the President's own agenda. 
Since Chief Justice William Rehnquist disclosed 
that he now has thyroid cancer, the likelihood of his 
retirement within Bush's tenure is almost certain, leaving 
a vacancy seemingly ripe for a more conservative 
appointee-were there one. Many pundits have pointed 
out the evident insignificance of trading Rehnquist, a con-
servative already unsympathetic with the right wing's 
greatest object of judicial abhorrence, the 1973 Roe v. 
Wade decision, for another like-minded conservative. 
This however, does not necessarily console Bush's oppo-
sition, given the potential for other emergent changes in 
the Court's ranks. 
As Mark Helm of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer's 
Washington Bureau wrote on his weekly column, 
"Potomac Watch," the real opportunity for the formation of 
a more conservative court lies in the prospect of Justices 
Sandra Day O'Connor or Anthony Kennedy abdicating 
their positions. Although, he explains, the court has tilted 
to the right, O'Connor and Kennedy's presence has 
checked a number of radical shifts on the part of the 
court's dependably conservative trio, Rehnquist and Jus-
tices Clarence Thomas and Antonin Scalia. Unless either 
of these judges, or the octogenarian liberal, Justice Paul 
Stevens, retires in the next four years, the only ideologi-
cal impact Bush could make on the court is the improba-
ble nomination of a liberal. 
Bush's previous nominees to lower courts hint at 
where he might turn for a prospective Supreme Court jus-
tice, with conservative candidates among the 3rd, 4th, 
and sth Circuit Courts of Appeals, among others. Howev-
the Supreme Court? 
er, there have been rumblings in the press about another 
potential appointee, newly chosen Attorney General, 
B 0 0 
Alberto Gonzales. The Los Angeles Daily News reports 
that Republicans close to the White House claim that 
Gonzales' ascension to the Attorney General post is part 
of a larger plan to legitimize him as a frontrunner for the 
Supreme Court when a vacancy occurs. Given Gonzales' 
legal inclinations, such as the view that detainees in 
Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib did not deserve Gene-
va Convention protections, his appointment to the 
Supreme Court would amount to a voice in line with its 
existing conservative bloc. 
For all the breast-beating on the right and pant-
wetting on the left over the President's power over the 
judiciary, a nomination, and even a confirmation, may not 
even spell a true success for the conservative agenda. A 
little over half a decade ago, President Dwight D. Eisen-
hower appointed former California Governor and Attorney 
General Earl Warren to the Court, where he became one 
of the more liberal justices in American legal history, 
though this is something of an anomaly in Supreme Court 
history. That is of course, only an issue if any of Bush's 
nominees prevail in Senate confirmation proceedings. 
Even then, if the GOP cannot break a Democratic fili-
buster, an act for which they are five votes deficient, 
those confirmation proceedings will not necessarily take 
place unless Bush puts forth nominees who meet the 
Democrats' approval or the Republican leadership in 
Congress forces a change in rules of the filibuster. Need-
less to say, any of these outcomes will leave many on 
either side of the aisle with a spirit of bipartisan amity. 
Administration, Students Seek Truth About 11 /3 Protest; 
Administration Urges State to Investigate sy LAURA soMYEA 
I wasn't at the rally on November 3rd. Truth be told, I was 
in class, trying not to think about politics. My involvement 
in the march on Red Hook was limited to making sure that 
things on campus were alright while Security was out on 
9G. Maybe that's why I was asked to write this article- to 
write from an objective point of view, or at least as objec-
tive as can be reasonably expected. My emotional reac-
tions to the march itself and the events that followed are 
limited in reality and, I hope, absent from the bulk of this 
account. I haven't "taken a side"- I don't want to. I don't 
think it's necessary or constructive at this point. 
To construct a basic sketch of what happened 
that afternoon- there was a rally scheduled in the Campus 
Center at 1 :00pm. A group of students from that rally decid-
ed to march to Kline, Olin and, finally, to Red Hook, to 
protest a variety of different things related to the presiden-
tial election on November 2nd_ According to Erin Cannan, 
Dean of Students, conversations she had with students 
seemed to indicate that "the original plan was just to stand 
on the corners of Red Hook ... but in fact a group decided 
to sit in the road and the rest of the protesters decided to 
sit too." The police, after having escorted the protesters to 
Red Hook, surrounded the students sitting in the busy 
road. According to Dean Cannan, as time progressed, 
there were many people "negotiating with the police offi-
cers to give people more time," including Fred Barnes, 
Erin Cannan, Ken Cooper, Chris Stier and a number of 
Security Guards. 
Director of Security Ken Cooper expressed his 
most immediate concerns upon learning that students 
intended to march down the highway. "An impromptu 
march," he said, "down one of the most traveled and dan-
gerous roads in the county represented a clear and pres-
ent danger to the marchers." It seems that perhaps part of 
the reason the response of the authorities was such an 
extreme one was because this march was "impromptu." 
Normal protocol requires groups to obtain a permit if their 
activities will disrupt traffic or usual order in a municipality. 
Without such permission, the police and town and village 
officials are not able to properly ensure the safety of those 
wishing to express their opinions in a rally or march. 
As the marchers started moving, Cooper took 
action. "I decided that until law enforcement could control 
the roadway, [Chris Stier] the assistant director, the guards 
and I would attempt to mitigate the danger." Cooper got in 
his Jeep and went around the group of students to gain the 
lead. His goal was to get to the Kelly Road intersection 
nd, once there, divert traffic until the police arrived. The 
Kelly Road intersection is a dangerous one and has been 
he site of many terrible accidents in years past. Chris Stier 
allowed the marchers in a Security vehicle with flashers 
n. "My role is to protect my students," Cooper said, "the 
parameters of this prime motivation seem ever widening. 
Most colleges do not have the ability or authority to impact 
student activities off campus. I have been and always feel 
dedicated to student safety, no matter where the trouble 
ends up." 
Students were given a deadline and when it 
approached, the group of students got up, left the intersec-
tion and cofltinued down Route 9 towards campus. As they 
crested the hill across from the fruit stand, they were met 
with a row of police cars blocking traffic and calling for 
them to stop. A bus had been called and the authorities 
were telling the students to wait for the bus and not to walk 
down 9G. Cannan explained that the orders from this 
group of officers was not very clear, but that there was a 
stipulation that students were not to cross the white line 
onto the road. Authorities say that a student stepped 
across the white line and was promptly arrested. As the 
officials were arresting the student, other protesters were 
"starting to grab the student saying 'please don't do this' 
and that's how the other students ended up getting 
involved," recounted Dean Cannan. From there, things got 
increasingly violent, and a few students were treated for 
minor injuries. 
Dean Cannan recalls her feeling after the heat-
ed and briefly violent interaction between students and law 
enforcement officials. "My concern initially ls always for 
the people involved- are they safe? Are they okay? What's 
the plan for them? Obviously there were a lot of students 
shaken by what happened. It seemed that there were an 
awful lot of police officers there for what it was, especially 
because it was no longer a traffic obstruction. I remember 
being a little overwhelmed by the response and walking up 
to Bard students that were crying and really upset and hav-
ing a hundred police officers and trying to figure out who 
to talk to, who's in charge? It seems to me that if they felt 
duty bound to make an arrest, they would have done it 
when people were actually breaking the law, which was sit-
ting down in Red Hook, rather than waiting until the walk 
back to campus. They'd been in the street for three hours, 
why did it have to happen then?" Apparently, the response 
team that was stationed at the bottom of the hill and that 
actually made the arrests was from Kingston. They were 
not the local police officers that had been present while 
the marchers were sitting at the intersection in Red Hook. 
The group of students that was arrested was 
taken to the police barracks to be processed. Fred Barnes 
accompanied them while the other protestors and Dean 
Cannan gathered in the MPR to discuss the events. When 
the arrested students returned from the police station, they 
met with Dean Cannan as well as Executive Vice 
President Dimitri Papadimitriou, Vice President for 
Administration Jim Brudvig and Dean of the College 
Michele Dominy. Since then, the arrested students have 
been consulting lawyers to evaluate their options. The 
administration is also offering support services to the stu-
dents throughout this process. Vice President Brudvig has 
sent a letter to the New York State authorities calling for an 
investigation. "We wanted some answers about what real-
ly happened," said Dean Cannan who has been in contact 
with the Red Hook leadership. There have also been con-
versations with the Sheriff and the State Police about how 
to proceed. There will be many meetings between the 
Bard administration and community authorities over the 
next few months. 
Many reactions to the march have been positive 
expressions of support for the students involved and for 
Bard itself, but the vast majority of responses have been 
much more negative. When an article was posted online 
with the Daily Freeman, it generated 65 responses, some 
of which may have been deleted because of language or 
inappropriate content. A follow up article generated an 
additional 63 comments, many of which contain enough 
angry words, name-calling and enough blatent, bitter 
hatred to make anyone's stomach turn. The second article 
is about the Bard administration trying to reach out to the 
local community and mend fences. One woman writes in 
response, "I don't see Bard reaching out-just a bunch of 
selfish punks who don't care about the people of the com-
munity they live in. The administration of Bard has never 
done enough and the school is a black-eye on the commu-
nity. I only wish more students were beaten by the police." 
"What concerned me the most," said Dean 
Cannan, "and what concerned me the most after Drag 
Race was that after years of building relationships with 
people that do really come from opposite positions in any 
given situation- the police and Bard's administration- we'd 
been able to find our way ... I want to ensure that for that 
individual student that has a run-in with the police that 
we're still able to find our way and that the recognition that 
the police showed to the administration down in Red Hook 
is something that continues .. ." Despite the fact that much 
of the local response to the march was very negative, 
Dean Cannan also seemed optimistic about the effects of 
the event. "The point of the protest, or at least the point of 
a protest in general is that sometimes that's what it takes 
to shake things up. That's maybe what it would take for all 
of us to sit down and talk about local politics or our per-
spective versus their perspective or why is there an 'our 
perspective' versus 'their perspective'? We're an integral 
part of this community," she explains. Students are impor-
tant supporters of the local community in terms of volun-
teer hours as well as important contributors of patronage to 
local businesses. 
e server IctIon ssue. u mIt your wor via ampus a1 to 
Ethan Porter and email observer@bard.edu as soon as possible. 
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Election Deception 2004: A Deconstruction of 
Deviousness By cHR1sT1NE NIELSEN 
The spinsanity of it all 
Much airtime and ink has been spent in the past two weeks 
discussing what happened on Election Day. Did the gay 
marriage referendums decide the election? Did malfunc-
tioning electronic voting machines make an impact? Why 
won't America join the rest of the industrialized world and 
make Election Day a national holiday, damn it? While all of 
these questions are relevant and worthy of investigation, a 
bit more attention could be paid to the votes which were 
purposefully cast, dutifully recorded, and tremendously 
misinformed. From the moment it became clear that John 
Kerry was to be the Democratic nominee, right up until 
Nov. 2, the right and the left waged war on one another. 
War is never pretty, and in the heat of the gloves-off, bets-
off fighting, neither side was above the use of trickery, 
exaggeration, manipulation, scare tactics, and lying. 
To begin with, the Kerry and Bush campaigns 
spent millions on TV ads, many of which intentionally mis-
led or outright lied to viewers_ For instance, one Bush ad 
which aired close against Election Day characterized each 
voter's choice as one between the virtues of "President 
Bush and Congressional allies: strong leadership to pro-
tect America, tax relief, common sense healthcare, 
strengthen and protect Social Security." and the evils of 
"John Kerry and liberal allies: higher taxes, voting to tax 
Social Security benefits, government-run healthcare, a 
record of slashing intelligence and reckless defense cuts." 
This ad is effectively a compilation of the various attacks 
the Bush campaign has launched on Kerry, and it runs the 
gamut of misrepresentations in those attacks. First of all, 
the only people for whom Kerry's tax plan would mean 
higher taxes are those making more than $200,000 a year, 
a tiny percent of the American population. Secondly, "gov-
ernment-run healthcare· is an exaggeration which Bush 
has repeated ad infinitum_ 
According to a nonpartisan study by the Lewin 
Group, under Kerry's plan, 97% of people who are current-
ly insured would have kept their original health insurance. 
The only sizable group to be affected would have been 27 
million Americans with no health insurance at all. Thirdly, ·a 
record of slashing intelligence· refers back to a previous ad 
which not only distorted facts, but also relied on scare tac-
tics. As images of a darkened forest haunted by wolves 
played, the soft-spoken announcer told viewers, "In an 
increasingly dangerous world, even after the first terrorist 
attack on America, John Kerry and the liberals in Congress 
voted to slash America's intelligence operations. By 6 bil-
lion dollars. Cuts so deep they would have weakened 
America's defenses. And weakness attracts those who are 
waiting to do America harm_· If appealing to fear is ever an 
honorable tactic, it certainly is not in this ad. The "first ter-
rorist attack on America· -clearly intended to recall 
September 11, 2001-is in fact a reference to the car 
bomb that exploded under one of the WTC towers in 1993. 
And while Kerry did propose a Senate bill in 1994 that 
could be construed as a $6 billon cut (spread over five 
years), that cut would have comprised less than four per-
cent of the estimated intelligence spending. 
It is also noteworthy that intelligence spending in 
1994 was still built up to unnecessary levels from the Cold 
War, and that a bill similar to Senator Kerry's was almost 
immediately proposed by Republican Senator Arlen 
Specter and passed by both houses, with the endorsement 
of Republican leadership. Finally, most of the evidence for 
Kerry supporting ·reckless defense cuts" also comes from 
the post-Cold War era, during which congressmen from 
both parties were proposing cuts. 
If the phrase was also intended to recall Senator 
Zell Miller's accusations during the RNC (that Kerry 
"opposed' weapons, like the B-1, B-2, F-14, F-15, and 
Apache helicopter, critical to winning the War on Terror), 
then this is also another case of accusing Kerry of being 
detrimental to the War on Terror before there even was 
such a war: Kerry only ·opposed" those weapons as a can-
didate for the Senate in 1984. 
Of course, none of the Bush campaign's foul play 
precluded the same from being done on the Kerry side. 
Kerry himself made statements about the economy that 
are unsubstantiated and bogus comparisons that are 
essentially scaremongering_ For instance, upon announc-
ing his candidacy in 2003, Kerry announced that America 
was undergoing "greatest job loss since the Great Depres-
sion," a patently false declaration, and one meant to con-
jure fearful thoughts of one of the worst periods in Ameri-
can history. And Kerry's repetition of this allusion has only 
become less applicable in the months following. In 
September of this year the unemployment rate was at 
5.4%, a better rate than the national average of 5_63% for 
every month since 1948. Also, in Kerry's acceptance 
speech at the DNC, he said, "We're told that outsourcing 
jobs is good for America. We're told that jobs that pay 
$9,000 less than the jobs that have been lost is the best 
that we can do." 
In fact, there is no basis for Kerry's implicit claim 
that current jobs are paying less than old jobs, and there is 
even less support for the monetary figure. The basis for his 
claim comes from a report by the Economic Policy Institute 
analyzing data from the Bureau of Labor Statistic, but the 
report simply doesn't compare old jobs versus new jobs. 
While much data exists to support either side of the eco-
nomic debate, there is no consensus among economists 
_ themselves about job flow. Moreover, looking at wages 
over the past four years, average hourly earnings for full-
time production workers have actually increased by 2.1 %, 
adjusting for inflation. 
Of course, being the incumbent and fighting 
gloves-off, Bush did have certain opportunities for persua-
sion that Kerry lacked_ For instance, his campaign could 
send staff from different offices-like the Department of 
Homeland Security-to publicize and endorse the Bush 
administration in crucial states. A review by the Associated 
Press published in October found that Homeland Security 
Secretary Tom Ridge and his senior executives did almost 
half their travel from the past seven months in the 17 most 
contested states. National Security Adviser Condoleezza 
Rice also did her part for the campaign, traveling to key 
states such as Ohio, Oregon, Washington, Pennsylvania, 
Michigan, and Florida in the weeks preceding the electron. 
While Tom Ridge could be called a liar for repeat-
ing, ·we don't do politics in the Department of Homeland 
Security," that isn't exactly breaking precedent. Rice, on 
the other hand, really broke away from her predecessors 
with the quantity and placement of speeches given befoi:e 
the election. Zbigniew Brzezinski, national security adviser 
to President Carter, said of Rice's travel plans, "That is cer-
tainly politicizing the job .. my recollection is we viewed the 
job as not a highly political one, to the extent that's possi-
ble being that close to the president." And although Rice 
refrained from directly mentioning Senator Kerry, she was 
open in her defense of the Bush administration's handling 
of the War on Terror. "Rice sounded at times like a candi-
date," said The Seattle Times after her speech at the 
University of Washington. 
Finally, even Kerry's best attempts at scaremon-
gering could not hold the same weight as Vice President 
Dick Cheney's insinuation of the heightened possibility of a 
nuclear bomb being detonated in an American city if John 
Kerry was elected president. "The biggest threat we face 
now as a nation," said Cheney in a forum in Carroll, Ohio, 
"is the possibility of terrorists' ending up in the middle of 
one of our cities with deadlier weapons than have ever 
before been used against us-biological agents or a 
nuclear weapon or a chemical weapon of some kind-to 
be able to threaten the lives of hundreds of thousands of 
Americans. You have to get your mind around that con-
cept." It is perhaps equally difficult to "get your mind 
around the concept" of a Vice President using pure conjec-
ture to invoke the greatest of our collective fears in order to 
win an election. But then again, it was a dirty fight. 
"Guse Is In The House, Oh M¥ God, Oh My God" 
Syracuse Native Langley Considers the Orangemen's rospects By ADAM LANGLEY 
In Syracuse, NY there are two things to get excited about: 
snow and Syracuse sports. However, the Syracuse 
Football team is having a pretty awful season. They were 
a decent 5-4 going into Saturday's matchup against 
Temple, but somehow they managed to lose to one of the 
worst football teams in the league, 34-24. Furthermore, 
this summer my 
beloved Phish disband-
ed, and the election 
proved to be a disaster 
for Democrats and other 
progressive activists. 
... But does everything in 
!the world suck? No. 
\ii Enter Syracuse 
· :,·iorangemen Men's 
Basketball. 
In the Associated 
Press' Preseason Poll, 
the Orangemen are 
ranked an impressive 
:,,#6. The team has 
);returned all five starters 
&]from the 2003-2004 
·:;isquad that went 23-8 
· ·,· last season and made it 
to the Sweet Sixteen. 
Among the five, there is 
the League's most productive duo: Hakim Warrick and 
Gerry McNamara. Last year, Warrick and McNamara com-
bined for 37 points per game, and it is well known that the 
slam-dunking Warrick seriously considered entering the 
NBA draft at the conclusion of last season. 
This year, the Orangemen's first opponent was 
Northern Colorado. Now it's true that Northern Colorado is 
not exactly the highest tier of men's basketball. The team 
is still transiting to Division 1 status, and they had not 
played a ranked D1 team since 1957. Nevertheless, the 
Orangemen's victory was massive. The 'Guse destroyed 
Northern Colorado 104-54 before a crowd of 18,923 at the 
Carrier Dome. Hakim Warrick scored 19 points, with Josh 
g smce 
the age of 3; at left, Gerry McNamara in 
profound anguish 
Pace and Darryl Watkin adding 13 and 12 respectively. 
Up next for the Orange were the pesky Princeton Tigers. 
While Princeton plays in the Ivy League, which is not up to 
par with the gritty playing in the Big East, the Tigers fre-
quently compete for the League's title and have pulled off 
huge upsets in the past. Before the game, Syracuse 
coach Jim Boeheim warned that "whenever you play 
Princeton, it's always going to be a battle." In the end, 
despite some good-playing by Princeton and some bad-
playing by Syracuse, the Orangemen were able to pull off 
a decent 56-45 victory. Warrick and Watkin once again 
scored a bulk of the team's points: combining for 34. 
This Thursday, Syracuse square-off against their 
first top-25 opponent when they play #12 Mississippi State 
at Madison Square Garden. In last year's NCAA tourna-
ment, Mississippi State was picked by some to win the 
National Championship. So far this season the Bulldogs 
are undefeated, but they have had two surprisingly close 
games against Fairfield and Birmingham South. I predict 
a Syracuse victory on Thursday, although I also predict 
that it will be much closer than the Orangemen's two pre-
vious victories this season. After that, the 'Cuse will pre-
sumably play in the championship of the Coaches vs. 
Cancer Classic, before taking on Siena on November 27. 
The team faces a tight matchup against #7 Oklahoma 
State on December 7, and Big East play begins in January. 
Who knows, maybe Syracuse could win a second National 
Championship in three years_ Although I could go for som 
more snow, at least the 'Cuse should provide for som 
genuine excitement this winter. 
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Can Kline Become the Paris Metro? By I ai,ra Bomyea 
Aren't Bard's problems sort of quaint now? 
lln any given week, the average Bard student spends 
more time in Kline than they do in class. This means that 
most of us see the Kline staff more often than we see any 
professor and yet surprisingly few students know any of 
the Chartwells employees by name, let alone who is in 
charge. Hopefully this will someday change and, to a 
point, I think it's beginning to. 
Although it always seemed to me that Kline was 
one of the only things on campus that didn't change, late-
ly this has hardly been the case. A few weeks ago, there 
was live music during dinner. For Halloween, there were 
students and Kline staffers sitting side-by-side carving 
pumpkins. And for a few months now, there has been 
student artwork hanging in the Kline hallway and signs 
asking for more. 
With the closing of the Old Gym now an accept-
ed fact, Kline has become a more and more frequently 
used social space for parties and meetings both on week-
ends and during the week. The Stir Crazy Halloween 
party, the Rainbow Ball and the ISO Party were all held in 
l<hne and were all considered to be successful events. 
Kline provides a large space for dancing and, though it's 
not considered the most cleanly space on campus, it's 
certainly cleaner than the Old Gym was. 
So, my question was, who is behind all of these 
changes? Why does it seem that there are so many 
more changes on the menu this semester? Many of the 
comments I've seen on the Chartwell's Chat board have 
turned up on the menu- chicken quesadillas, vegan 
desserts, seasoned trench fries, a new pizza guy with a 
larger variety of better pizza, donuts more often, chicken 
parmesan sandwiches, and more. Almost everyone com-
plains about Kline-is someone finally listening? 
Enter messieurs Cerulli and Wolfzahn. 
"Kline has this stigma ... there's always a place 
like this on a [college) campus. This is Kline Commons ... 
it's a Commons, it should be more than just food." Chas 
Cerulli, the Director of Dining Services, fiddles with a 
paperclip as he asks me the all important Kline question: 
How can we make this more enjoyable? Indeed, Chas is 
deeply concerned with making the Kline experience a 
more enjoyable one. Kline, he says, should be a lively, 
vibrant place. 
·we are more than just food,' says Alan 
Wolfzahn, the former Catering Director and current Assis-
tant Director of Dining Services. Alan looks at Kline as 
something like a Paris metro, a central focus in the com-
ings and goings of the every day life of the student body. 
He has hopes for a day when the community begins to 
really respect Kline- the building, the atmosphere and the 
people that earn their livelihood's there. He dreams that, 
"Ultimately, when the doors close, all the tables have 
been cleared by the community, and the building then 
becomes a community." He too emphasizes Kline as a 
Commons, a gathering place, a communal space to be 
respected, "not a place to dump on, but to cherish." 
Chas echoes his desire for a higher level of 
respect, particularly for Kline workers. He points out that 
many people do show due respect to the building and the 
people that work there, but some do not and, in fact, they 
end up going in the opposite direction. Alan uses the tray 
return as an example of this- some people even say 
thank you to the workers on the other side of the wall as 
they pass their trays inside, others leave their dirty dishes 
outside on the terrace. 
Since September, Kline has lost over 1,000 plas-
tic cups. Walking back from dinner one evening, I over-
heard a couple commenting on the mess outside of Kline 
as they walked in the doors. They were not Bard stu-
dents. Disgusted by the mess- the plates smeared with 
food, the plastic cups rolling around on the ground, the 
mugs half filled with syrup or coffee, napkins and half-
eaten fruit everywhere- they said "wow, those spoiled 
Bard kids can't even pick up their own dishes. I guess 
that's what happens when you always have someone to 
take care of that for you." How many of the problems 
with Kline can be solved if we all take responsibility for 
our own things? The solution here seems simple. 
Respect. Don't be rude to Kline workers. Pick up your 
dishes. 
Frustrations about Kline most often surround the 
food. At the latest Food Forum, Chas answered many of 
these frustrations. 
Frustration 1: I pay so much money for my meal 
plan, why isn't there better food? 
Response: Only about half of the money stu-
dents pay for their meal plan goes toward paying for 
food, dishes (disposable as well as china and flatware), 
napkins, etc. Some of the money also goes toward 
'operational costs," like equipment in the kitchen. 
Frustration 2: Why aren't all of the vegetables on 
the salad bar fresh? Why can't we have celery? 
Response: The NYS laws require Chartwells to 
blanch some of their vegetables, including broccoli and, 
big surprise, celery. To blanch a vegetable means to 
place it briefly in hot water and then immerse it in cold 
water. This process preserves the color of vegetables 
and holds the nutrients inside the vegetable. It also rids 
the vegetables of bacteria. Some vegetables, however, 
become really soggy (like celery). That's why you don't 
see them on the salad bar. 
Frustration 3: Why is there always the same 
thing for dinner? Why doesn't the menu ever change? 
Response: Actually, the menu does change. In fact, the 
hot meals you see offered one night will not be offered 
again for another month. Kline has a 4 week rotating 
menu, which means that there are 4 weeks worth of dif-
ferent meals. This does not include special things that 
are offered seasonally or things like the nacho bar, wing 
bar, gyro bar or the chicken quesadillas that were served 
the other day. If there are specific things you would like 
to see on the menu, write them on the Chartwell's Chat 
board, or bring them to food forum. 
If there is something you'd like to see more 
often, mention that as well, but remember that part of the 
complaint is that the menu doesn't change often enough. 
We had Mongolian Grill quite often last semester and 
people complained about it. Now people complain that 
we never have it. Yet another damned if we do, damned 
if we don't scenario. 
Outside of the food, which both Chas and Alan 
hope to continually improve, Alan has a great vision for 
making Kline a more enjoyable place to be. He wants to 
continue to have live music during dinner a few times a 
month. WXBC has agreed to broadcast live from Kline 
soon. Hopefully, more students show an interest in put-
ting up their artwork. The biggest complaint I hear from 
students about the MPR, the Campus Center at large, 
and many of the dorms is that they're too "sterile." This is 
our chance to truly make Kline our space. There are lots 
of people willing to let students claim spaces as theirs-
let's take advantage of these opportunities instead of 
complaining about the Old Gym being closed. 
As for the food- they're working on it. The most 
practical solution to the problem is for students to contin-
ue to contribute constructive criticism and articulate spe-
cific desires or suggestions on the Chartwell's Chat 
board, in Food Forum or in person. If you have a specific 
request, I'm sure Alan or Chas would be happy to talk to 
you about it. Improvement cannot come without specific 
input. 
Rugby Almost Overtakes Hofstra Ruffians, 
Finishes Year Strongly sv MORGAN KELLY 
Bard Rugby entered the playoffs with a 1-4 record, which 
put us in fourth place in the league. The only team that did 
worse than us was Drew, with a 0-5 record. Though our 
record was that low we were really a much better team 
than the standings would indicate. We only lost to SUNY 
Maritime by one point, 12-11, and we lost by 4 points, 7-3, 
to Montclair State University. Each of those two losses 
gave us a bonus point in the standings because they were 
losses that were by less than 7 points. The only real defeat 
the team suffered this season was against Hofstra 
University, the first place team with an undefeated record. 
They won easily 40-0. They shut us out, disrespected us 
and trounced on our honor and pride. Going into the play-
offs we knew we would be facing Hofstra again, so we 
were ready. The team trained hard for two weeks and got 
as good as I've ever seen it. Everyone was dedicated to 
facing Hofstra again as a totally different team. Going into 
the game we were pumped, we knew we could show 
Hofstra the game of their season and we did just that. 
We all arrived at SUNY Maritime on Sunday, 
October 31 at nine o'clock, where the playoffs were being 
hosted, about an hour or so before the game would begin. 
We watched the first match of the day, Montclair State 
University (MSU) vs. SUNY Maritime, ranked 2 and 3 
respectively. Montclair won 7-0 and advanced to the 
Division Ill championship game to face either Hofstra or 
us. Before the game we all swore to ourselves we'd show 
Hofstra the toughest game of their season. 
Bard kicked off first and Hofstra came at us hard, 
ut we did not let up. We got the ball back quickly and 
tarted to show the boys from Long Island why they were 
oing to have to fight. We ran the ball down the field easi-
ly and scored first, putting us up 5-0. But Hofstra came 
ack quickly and counted, scoring as well, tying the game 
t 5 points apiece. Both teams missed their conversion 
kicks after their scores, so the score stayed at 5-5. Then 
Hofstra ran at us again late in the second half and was 
ble to kick a drop-goal and gain 3 more points putting 
hem ahead. The half ended with the score at 8-5, Hofstra 
eing in the lead, but us right there with them, putting pres-
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sure on them. The second half began with disappointment, 
with Hofstra scoring again, putting them up by 8 at 13-5. 
But we kept on fighting as opposed to how we used to play 
in years past where if we were down, we'd start to fall 
apart. The senior captains kept everyone's head in the 
game and led the charge. Brian Wolf and Jacob Grana led 
the offense down the field and helped us push Hofstra 
deep into their own territory. When Hofstra got the ball 
Lenny Reibstein got the team mustered on defense and 
we held them until we could recover the ball. 
We then finally broke through their line with Jacob 
pounding the ball through numerous defenders before 
passing the ball out to freshman wing, Nick Shapiro, who 
then juked by one defender and ran through another to 
score and put us back in the game 13-10. Nick then tried 
for the conversion kick and made it. Nick's conversion 
points put Bard behind by only one point at 13-12. Sadly 
though Hofstra then added to their tally, making another 
drop-goal and putting them up 16-12, which would end up 
being the final score. However Bard refused to quit and 
kept attacking up until the final whistle was blown. 
It's difficult to write about a game and not want to 
mention everyone's great efforts but then this would go on 
for another few pages. To say the least everyone played 
phenomenally and really fought hard. We won back our 
respect and our pride and we showed everyone at the tour-
nament that Bard Rugby is now a serious threat in the divi-
sion. Special thanks though I think needs to go out to Sam 
Sherman who came down with us after only being able to 
practice one week this season. He filled in the spot left by 
injured freshman Ben Dexter, and played the entire game 
with such dedication. 
So here's to Bard Rugby 2004, the best team I 
have ever had the honor, privilege and pleasure to play 
with. And here's to next season, and showing to everyone 
in Division Ill why Bard is now a force to be reckoned with. rty. 
Below: the illustrious team in all 
·,._.. fEetr glory 
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Holy Shit, My T.ife Has Disintegrated, 
Rut in a Gooa Way By NOAH WESTON 
Noah Weston Loses Mind, Gains "Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas," Feels Like it's an Even Trade 
The greatest video game ever has emerged from the red, 
crackling forges of Rockstar Interactive, majestically taking 
full wing and soaring to Valhalla, where it deposits feces 
with a taste akin to the finest game hen. This game is' Grand 
Theft Auto: San Andreas" and it has assured me that life will 
turn out for the best, no matter how many Bushes stumble 
into the White House nor how long it takes for me to fully 
digest scallion pancakes. As long as I can be Carl Johnson, 
man of the early 90's, a brighter day will come. 
Like so many births, the game begins moistly, 
sticky with the sweat of a Los Angeles summer, as you 
assume Carl Johnson, or Cl's identity and his enormous 
share of troubles. He returns from Liberty City to Los 
Santos, the •·San Andreas" approximation of LA, in order to 
reconnect with his home in the aftermath of the murder of his 
mother and brother, and quickly finds himself embroiled in 
gang warfare, police corruption, and even government con-
{1) 
spiracy. Through it all, CJ manages to go for his, accumulat-
ing money, weapons, vehicles, nice attire, and respect 
before he finds a final resolution. 
Frankly, it would be shitty of me to give you any 
preconceptions of the game's content aside from it being an 
incomparable treat for the senses, smell mostly excluded. 
Any more, I feel, would lessen the kind of joy and surprise 
that I experienced that comes with playing the game. Instead, 
let me demonstrate how 'Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas" 
has bettered not only my own life, but the world at large. 
If you look at (1), you'll notice this photograph of 
me prior to when I began playing the game. Not only was I 
ceramic, but I hadn't the sense to ever change obt of that 
damn frilly bullshit. I mean blue ribbons and pink dresses? 
Lord knows why I looked so jolly with the breeze pounding 
at my bunny ass. That isn't remotely gangster. Upon com-
pleting the game, however, I came to look like this: 
Here, I'm surrounded by middle-aged women, and my fore-
arms have never been hairier. As you can see, "Grand Theft 
Auto: San Andreas" has made my life, in a word awesome. 
For further proof of the game ·s transformative 
power, look at the following graph of terrorist attacks on the 
































Coples of Grand Theft Autr:d-an Andrtas o!d 
(r~Hions) 
So, in the interest of a safer world, where we sublimate our 
violent urges through digitized play, rather than holy war, 1 
implore you to buy and immerse yourself in "Grand Theft 
Auto: San Andreas.'' It'll give you a reason not to stab hook-
ers in real life. 
Nothing Short of Incredible By HENRY CASEY 
"The lncredibles" is out to prove something, something 
that society has recently forgotten thanks to the politi-
cally correct era we now are trapped in. The message 
is simple: some people are better than others, and 
that's okay. That excrement about how 'we're all 
unique and should be equally valued for being so· is so 
1992. Written and directed by animation great Brad 
Bird, "The lncredibles· is yet another movie in anima-
tion studio Pixar's brilliant streak of successes. In 
2003, it was 'Finding Nemo.' In 2001, "Monster's Inc.' 
And the list goes on, with "Toy Story" being the defin-
ing theatrical breakthrough. They've always gone a bit 
too PC at Pixar, but with this surprisingly sharp witted 
look at the rat race, they've finally made a movie that 
everyone can enjoy, even the cynics. 
Set in a brightly lit suburbia, "The lncredibles· 
centers around a family of super powered individuals 
trying to live in normalcy. Craig T. Nelson (you proba-
bly channel surfed away from his time on "Coach") 
plays the patriarch Mr. Incredible who has been force-
fully resigned to the life of Bob Parr, paper pusher and 
barely-there-family-man. He used to be the country's 
Superman to tum to, but when America started to get 
lawsuit crazy, the Supers (ihe simple and ideologically 
sound pronoun given to the race of super powered 
individuals) were forced to go into early retirement and 
relocation. During his time as a publicly known Super, 
he met Elasti-Girl and they fell in love and got married, 
despite Mr. lncredible's knack for not being able to 
show up on time. In "Kill Bill Vol. 2• Bill went on a long 
monologue about how Superman's real identity is not 
his ·secret identity," Clark Kent, but Superman (Kai-El 
for all the comic geeks out there) is really who he 'is.' 
The same can be said for Mr. Incredible/Bob Parr. 
When he is existing in the normal universe, he is not 
himself, he is actually a commentary on how he (and, 
by extension, Brad Bird) sees the world. 
Bob works at an insurance company, run by a 
Napoleon-sized tyrant named Gilbert Huph (voiced by 
Wallace 'lnconceivatile· Shawn) who is trying to rob all 
of their customers blindly. Bob barely fits into his cubi-
cle, he's reprimanded for trying to help the customers 
that Gilbert is trying to bamboozle, and comes home to 
a family of closeted Supers that doesn't know it's place 
in the universe. The Parr family is made up the former 
Elasti-Girl, Helen Parr (Holly Hunter), their daughter 
Violet Parr (Sarah Vowell), the onomatopoetically 
sound Dashiell "Dash" Parr (Spencer Fox) and the 
baby Jack Jack Parr (Eli Fucile & Maeve Andrews). 
With the exception of Jack Jack, the family members 
all have their super powers and when the usual sibling 
name calling escalates, it turns into a miniature chase 
scene set in the dining room. Helen, like any Mom, is 
stretching her mental faculties trying to calm down 
Dash and Violet, and in order to stop a lightning fast 
grade school brat and a force field conjuring teenager, 
Helen has to draw on her elasticity to get her kids to 
stay put. While this may sound a bit too obvious, the 
power of Pixar's animation and Brad Bird's dialogue 
definitely sets this scene as one to remember. 
Speaking of Pixar, there must be something 
special in the water over there, because the world that 
they have created in "The lncredibles· smacks of the 
imagination that pop media has taken away from most 
of the country. You get totally immersed in their world, 
from the opening newscaster's exposition monologue 
to the final view, of how the society's view of Supers 
has changed. The animation is CGI just like Pixar has 
always been doing, but with obvious advances and 
improvements. With all of Pixar's other movies, the 
main cast was never a collection of humans (and the 
physical portrayals of super-humans are thankfully not 
too different from those of the normal humans). If you 
don't remember the original Toy Story, the humans of 
that film pale in comparison to these. Real emotions 
can be found in the faces of Bob and Helen Parr as 
they slug their way through the menial world, and a lot 
of these moments are done without dialogue, and the 
fact that they can accomplish these levels of humanity 
is remarkable. Finally, the denizens of the world of 
"The lncredibles" populate the streets in every average 
metropolitan way, and are the most realistic fake 
humans since the Boy Band Epidemic of the late 90's. 
The "Hero vs. Villain" conflict in the movie is 
to be the weakest part of the story, and it's where 
everything seems a little cliche. It all arises from the 
past. When Bob and Helen were trying to get married, 
the Supers managed to not just anger the lawsuit-
happy populus, but one wannabe-Super who just was-
n't cut out for the life. This sprat later becomes the vil-
lain of the movie, Syndrome (played by great buddy 
character actor, Jason Lee). Syndrome has no real 
powers, but like most Bond villains, he just has a good 
knack for making devices. He's always wanted to be 
like Mr. Incredible, at one point in his childhood he 
dubbed himself 'lncrediBoy.' But thanks to Mr. lncred-
ible's desire to work alone, (a tired theme of super 
heroes that this movie unfortunately retreads on) and 
the fact that he was just a kid, lncrediBoy was just a 
footnote in the history of Supers. Now he's back, with 
a stereotypical island fortress with faceless soldiers 
which is set up with a wind-tunnel like maze. All too 
easy, and with the exception of some amazing stretch 
fight choreography, the whole section of the movie 
where Mr. Incredible is kidnapped feels like Brad Bird 
was phoning it in. 
But the movie quickly picks up steam when 
the other family members jump in and come to Bob's 
rescue. Helen finally lets the kids use their powers, 
after a lifetime of telling them not to, and the process 
of Violet and Dash realizing the potential of their pow-
ers is hysterical and really pulls you in, because they're 
kids and Syndrome's goons are actually trying to kill 
them. When the powers of the family members are 
inventively complimentary, those are the moments that 
reinforce the fact that Mr. Bird and the people at Pixar 
are decades ahead of the competition. Overall, while 
the movie does have a few moments of unoriginality, 
this is definitely a recommendation for one of the best 
animated features in quite some time. 
lO 
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Making Over, Ry l,ooking Down 
By ALISON FESER 
As you read this article, I may sound like a very awful 
person. I'm really not. I promise. It's just that a few 
weeks ago I went home for the weekend, and while I 
was sitting at the family computer writing a paper 
about the fetishism of commodities, I just happened to 
overhear a clip of a reality TV show that my sixteen 
year old sister watches obsessively. "Extreme 
Makeover: Home Edition." It's on ABC on Sunday 
nights, for those of you who haven't watched a non-
election related television program since middle 
school. The name sounds pretty bad, but the premise 
of the show sounds considerably better. ABC sends 
troops of fashion model caliber attractive carpenters, 
architects, designers, and landscapers to an unsus-
pecting family's home, where they will completely 
rebuild and redecorate while the family is off enjoying 
themselves on vacation. The families chosen cover a 
wide range, but typically they are working class, live in 
poorer communities, and have several children, often 
with chronic diseases or disabilities. The "Extreme 
Makeover" team sends the family off on vacation and 
fixes up the house while they are gone. The family 
comes home and breaks into tears of joy. Lots of hug-
ging. So what could be wrong with this? ABC gets 
lots of viewers and the world is a better place. Right? 
Ummm, I really want to say right, but I have this nag-
ging feeling that there's a catch. 
The episode I saw featured Consuela Mack-
ey's family from Los Angeles. According to tvrules.net, 
while the house was being torn down and rebuilt, 
"Consuela, along with her 14-year-old grandson, Eric 
Jones, sister Sandra and Sandra's 16-year-old daugh-
ter, Georgia, and Consuela's niece, Valada Smith, 26, 
went on a seven-day vacation to Playa del Carmen, 
Mexico and stayed at the Viva Wyndham Hotel." I'm 
sure they had a lovely time. But what was going on at 
home? When the design team arrived at the house 
under the leadership of hunky Ty Pennington, they cer-
tainly had a game plan. Right away they commented 
on the out of date floral wallpaper. A designer 
remarked that it would have to go immediately. When 
they found out that Consuela has no bed for herself in 
the house, that she sleeps either in a chair or shares a 
bed with her niece, another cast member announced 
that no parent should have to share a bed with a child. 
They see that Consuela's computer and workspace, 
where she meets her customers, doubles as a bed-
room, and they comment that this is a sad, unprofes-
sional shame. When a few of the male designers and 
carpenters assemble on the lawn around grandson 
Eric's rusty, dysfunctional pick up truck, they exchange 
nervous smiles and glances with one another, and joke 
with him about when he's going to get that thing run-
ning again. 
What reasons do they give for the conditions 
of Consuela's home? They depict Consuela as a self-
less caretaker. Without ever mentioning her race, they 
allude to the image of the strong, black, single mother. 
They introduce her as the founder of the non-profit 
organization Operation Confidence, which helps dis-
abled individuals find employment and assimilate into 
the workplace. Though this is definitely admirable, the 
show refers to her work without recognizing that this 
organization is also her livelihood. It is more than a 
gesture of charity; it is how she supports herself. They 
know that she also runs a makeshift beauty salon in 
her home to make extra money. They discuss this as 
her attempt to make the world a more beautiful place. 
I'm rather inclined to believe that she does this to make 
ends meet, to get some extra cash when she most 
needs it. More evidence that Consuela is deserving of 
assistance: she raised a niece and recently invited her 
visually impaired sister and her daughter to live in her 
home. This act may seem strange and unusually altru-
istic to some Americans watching this show, but for the 
Mackey family things probably aren't that strange. In 
some parts of the world, and in many parts of the U.S. 
it is a practical reality for families leaving children with 
relatives while they work and moving in with relatives 
to save money. Perhaps, rather than looking at Con-
suela's situation as sorry and sad, we should recog-
nize that she constitutes family in a broader way than 
the viewers might. The nice people at "Extreme 
Makeover: Home Edition· use these as reasons why 
Consuela has very old flowered wallpaper and tacky 
mirrors all over her living room. They will not allow the 
reason to be that she lacks the money, or that wallpa-
per just doesn't matter to her. In order for ABC to 
make this show palatable to its viewers, and to project 
the precarious image of a family in need but also try-
ing, Consuela is depicted as a typical, overworked but 
comfortable, white middleclass woman. She's not. 
They insist that she would have replaced the wallpaper 
soon enough and that in her heart, she wanted to 
clean up the lawn and build a cedar deck, but that she 
simply didn't have the time. They diminish the work 
she does by emphasizing that it is not work, but chari-
ty; that it is not for money but for self-fulfillment. They 
are prescribing Consuela to a traditional feminine role 
that is not realistic to her experience. 
The show has a penchant for covering up 
reality. To rebuild a home where one already stood, fill-
ing it with a narrow definition of acceptability, one that 
does not address the systematic causes of poorer 
Am~rica, of the racist and sexist influences that shape 
the lives of the families on this show. The show dis-
cusses working class families as though they were 
special and isolated cases. It offers assistance but 
only when the families can be made to appear either 
especially tragic, or in the case of Consuela Mackey, 
especially deserving. 
Vodka and Rum, Partners Tn Booze 
By JOHN WEINERT 
In this installment, your humble booze reviewer will 
examine two representatives from the world of dis-
tilled beverages. Let us start with a posit: rum makes 
us happy. 
There is an elegant logic to the concept: 
alcohol is created by the fermentation of natural sug-
ars, like those found in fruit or grain, but who can 
doubt the wisdom of cutting to the chase, and manu-
facturing a drink out of fermented sugarcane juice? 
It seems that not many people dislike it, especially in 
its lighter forms, where it can provide a "cleaner," less 
overpowering (or, arguably, less interesting) taste 
than tbat of liquors distilled from grain, like whiskey or 
bourbon. Indeed, many of the less-expensive light 
rums available today exhibit no personality at all--a 
far cry from the original concoctions produced in 17th-
century Barbados, described by one colonial source 
as "hot, hellish and terrible liquor." 
These rums are also usually relatively inex-
pensive, ranging from $12-$15 for a 750-ml bottle. 
They're cheap, they have an innocuous flavor, and 
they mix well in cocktails or punches, but that's about 
all that can be said for them. 
Should the penniless adventurer be interest-
ed in something a bit more interesting (and a bit less 
transparent in color), I can now recommend Castillo 
Gold. Amber in color, it presents just enough caramel 
aroma to avoid the denatured character found in light 
rum. On the tongue it has a gentle spiciness, and lit-
tle alcoholic roughness. It doesn't have the complex-
ity of an aged dark rum, but it does represent a step 
up on the taste ladder from the flavorless light rums 
used to mix drinks. And at something like $15 for a 
very large bottle, your economic party worries are 
over. You can afford to check this one out. 
Taking an abrupt geographical leap, we 
move now to the Bialowieza fore_st of Poland, the only 
place in the world where bison grass can be found 
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growing wild. Named after the now-dwindling herds 
of European bison that graze upon it, this grass is 
used for flavoring a truly unique vodka. Each sum-
mer, the grass is harvested by hand for use in making 
the liquor, called Zubr6wka. Attempts to create the 
drink using farmed grass have failed to replicate the 
same characteristics. Perhaps connoisseurs every-
where will now band together in an effort to preserve 
Poland's national forests ... but I digress. 
The majority of this unusual spirit is con-
sumed in Poland, and not just because they aren't 
sharing: in 1978, the American Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms banned its importation. This 
decision was based on the discovery that coumarin, 
one of the chemicals in bison grass, "thinned the 
blood" and was suspected to be carcinogenic. Hap-
pily, those clever Poles have recently figured out a 
way to remove the coumarin from bison grass, and 
the drink can now legally make the voyage overseas. 
I had my first encounter with this drink in 
Montreal, where the Canadian government trusts its 
citizens to monitor their own carcinogen intake as 
they see fit. After hearing of coumarin-free bison 
grass's new legality in the US, I acquired a quantity of 
the magical stuff over the internet. Bak's Zubr6wka, 
available online from Adamba Imports, came with the 
traditional blade of bison grass in the bottle. 
The vodka is a transparent light yellow-
green in color. It has a sweet "grassy'' scent-a bit 
like butterscotch. In the mouth, it has the very slight 
oiliness found in a quality potato vodka. The grass 
and butterscotch flavors carried through, accompa-
nied by an interesting flintiness. 
It was tasty, but I have some misgivings 
about this vodka. My snob sensibilities were wary of 
the grainy, computerized quality of the label. While 
pleasant-tasting, I was thrown off by the bottle's 
admission of ·natural and artificial flavors" and artifi-
cial coloring-certainly not features associated with 
fine vodka. Nevertheless, your drinks-man is unde-
terred: I am confident that there are higher-quality 
Zubr6wkas available in the States, and I look forward 
to continuing my search. 
arts/ entertainment 
Isn't "•" Too Strong A Symbol? By EMILY SAUTER 
I am not a smart person, but I like to pretend I'm smart, 
like about half the kids here at Bard. I will admit this. 
How I got into Bard remains an utter mystery. I wasn't 
allowed to take any AP classes in high school. I failed 
English 9 and 10. I thought Magritte was French when, 
,n watching ·1 • Huckabees," found out he's Belgian 
(I'm such a moron! I m·ean, everyone knows Magritte, 
that apple and bowler hat guy, was Belgian and yet, in 
conversation on Halloween, I made a comment that 
Matisse and Magritte were both French. Boy, is my 
face red now) 
In attempting to discover ·something", "I • 
Huckabees" gives us a philosophical quandary. This 
quandary has (I think) something to do with a blanket, 
having sex in a mud pile, and a body bag where you 
focus on chopping people up with machetes that are 
sitting ,n trees. 
It's one of those movies that starts small 
(Jason Schwartzman sitting on a rock swearing) and 
ends up trying to answer life questions that no one 
could possibly answer except God, or perhaps Bot-
stein (this movie sounded like Botstein ... all that infor-
mation coming at you at once, it's hard to take at first. 
Sadly, this movie had no bowties). 
What I liked about this movie though is that it 
tried to tackle so much at once. Everyone has big the-
ories and they're all using big words and important · 
psychoses in a way no.one would normally talk. I 
found it almost a satire of the human conversation, but 
that might be a stretch. Through the two awesome ;. 
characters of the detectives played by Lilly Tomlin (Ms. 
Frizzle) and Dustin Hoffman (he looks OLD in this 
movie, I was sad that Benjamin Braddock had really hlt 
the end). every character is changed in magical ways. 
There are lots of fun crazies like Mark Wahlberg and 
his breakdown after that "Big September thing" where 
he ends up hating petroleum (he's a firefighter ... oh this 
movie is so topical, I love topical humor). And Naomi 
Watts' character, who goes from perfection to ... Bard 
student. 
There is really no plot in this movie. There's 
something about Shania Twain and saving a marsh 
and woods. The movie plot is basically 
microcosms of people and how they are 
changed into thinking differently by this 
...... _ _.,crazy detective therapy. 
\@ You know, I don't know how to write 
,,,.,,,,.'ia review of this movie because when I 
'·\ .. think about it, it doesn't make sense. I try 
to think about what happened and what 
, went down but you know what, I can't. 
i4 During the movie, I'll tell you I had a 
\,headache. Not one of those pain right 
·"· 'behind the eyes headaches, the kind of 
·\{ headache you get when you read Kant or 
·-,,, ... 
{ someone obviously smarter than you. 
}\.Except afterwards, when I left the movie, I 
:;:iwasn't_ pissed or angry that m~ head hurt. 
· I was Jealous that I couldn't think like this, 
: '':: that I couldn't write something so inter-
. weaving and complex. It made me respect 
.-.-. . ., ... -.-s:<.::/ltt::::x 
__ .,.,_.,s&r~U@L,. . . 
this movie a lot because of that. 
This is a movie for us, for the people in the 
country that still try to use their heads unlike the rest of 
the United States Under God, for example. I recom-
mend this movie because it's a Bard movie. This is a 
movie for the smarter crowd unlike the recent flow of 
movies that has entered our scope like "Shall we 
Dance· and "Ladder 49." You go to the movies to relax 
and to not think. "I • Huckabees" says, "Fuck relaxing, 
take a surrealist lesson and challenge yourself." Think 
Surrealist Training Circus but with good looking people 
and not so annoying. So go see this movie because 
it'll make you see that being smart is good (or at least, 
pretending to be smart). Only downside to this movie-
Jude Law's HORRIFIC American accent. But we for-
give him cause he's just so damn hot. 
, 
What Isn't About T,ove? By FRAN LANIADO 
A while ago I obtained an advance copy of "It's All 
About Love," and stumbled onto a strange, surreal 
viewing experience. This English language Danish 
film was written and directed by Thomas Vinterberg, 
one of the founders of the Dogme 95 movement. This 
movement preached a return to purity in film making 
with no sets, no artificial lighting, handheld cameras, 
and no special effects. His first film, "The Celebra-
tion· adhered to all of these rules. His second film, 
"It's All About Love," now playing in New York and Los 
Angeles, breaks them in every way possible. 
"It's All About Love· is an odd title for a film 
that deals with almost anything you can think of; from 
fame to climate change, to figure skating, marriage, 
cloning, murder, betrayal, the disappearance of grav-
ity, bystander apathy, and cardiac arrest. And of 
course, love. So it's strange that a movie that has 
something for everyone is not for everyone. It 
requires that you forget everything that you once 
knew about plot, and how a film should unfold, and 
Just go along with it. Even though it brings you to a 
place you might not understand. The tone is like that 
of a fairy tale, or a fable. 
We open in the year 2021. Due to climate 
change, the world is entering a new ice age, while in 
Uganda, gravity has disappeared leading to "the fly-
ing Ugandan phenomenon". In New York, people's 
hearts stop beating, and they die suddenly in the 
streets, while pedestrians apathetically step over 
their bodies. This is the setting into which a young 
Polish Literature professor, John Marchevsky 
(Joaquin Phoenix) enters. John is on his way to a 
conference, but plans to make a stopover in New 
York to sign the final divorce papers with his wife, the 
world famous figure skater, Elena (Claire Danes). But 
when John arrives at the airport, Elena is not there. 
In her place are lackeys who bring him to her hotel. 
Things seem strange from the beginning. Elena is 
constantly surrounded by her sinister entourage/fam-
ily, and when she and John are alone she confides 
that her life may be in danger. Elena is unwillingly at 
the center of an ominous conspiracy, but even she 
does not know the full extent of her involvement. So, 
John and Elena go on the lam, rediscover their love, 
and learn that the fate of their relationship has 
tremendous cosmic implications. 
Many critics have attacked this film for 
indulging in absurd plot twists and delusions of philo-
sophical grandeur. To this I'd say that from the first 
scene when we are told that the year is 2021, every-
thing is fair game. The viewer must automatically 
suspend disbelief, and be willing to participate in a 
dream (or a nightmare). Regardless of absurdity 
(which may be intentional) there is certainly little to 
attack in the way of the performances (except for 
some iffy Polish accents). Phoenix's performance 
captures the desperation of a man trying to save the 
woman he loves (he particularly shines in the "ice 
ballet· scene). Danes' performance depends on her 
successful depiction of a woman whose needs are 
fractured by the demands of numerous people. The 
actress rises to the challenge. At one point we see 
her play four different characters. Sean Penn shines 
in a small role as the film's narrator "The Man in the 
Plane." Vinterberg's direction draws inspiration from 
sources as varied as Alfred Hitchcoi;k, Lars Von Trier, 
and David Lynch. Even those who take issue with the 
script and the actors must admit that the film is beau-
tifully photographed. 
Some people will doubtlessly come out of · 
this film feeling cheated out of 90 minutes of their 
lives. Others may think about this film for days and 
decide to see it again. Whether you think the film suc-
ceeds or fails, you can't argue that it isn't unique and 
original: something that is rarely found in movies 
these days. 
Nove!llber 16, 2004 
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The 01' Dirty Bastard, 35, Dies By NOAH WESTON 
Rap's most inimitable voice dead; MTV to run perverse montage 
Seventh grade came with a great deal of complications: If there was room for him, I assumed that there had to 
acne, wild erections, an overriding sense of awkward- be room for me. 
ness that made the gangly me of that period feel even Yesterday, however, on November 13, 2004, it 
more unsettled than I am now. Despite all that, I still had appeared that perhaps the world could not accommo-
rap and I had the Wu-Tang Clan, nine 0f the most strik- date Russell Jones, as he collapsed in the studio,. for 
ing figures in hip-hop who did not really give half a shit reasons still publicly indeterminate, and died. His pass-
about what was on your wrist, around your neck, or in ing came as a shock, but only a fleeting one. I kept in 
your driveway, just whether you could hold your own. As mind that he had ravaged his body with horrific drug and 
a wispy lad of less than a hundred pounds, I could not alcohol abuse for years, recently emerging from rehabil-
hold body fat, let alone "my own," but that did not matter, itation that could have only helped him so much. Fateful-
because I figured that I could just start rapping. ly, he died in the studio, where he first invented the per-
Moreover, I would not have felt as if I had a sona that the world came to know, Old Dirty Bastard, not 
place on the microphone if it were not for Old Dirty Bas- "Rusty," as his friends and family knew him. 
tard, still the wildest motherfucker to ever get on wax. In Hopefully, the power of his life and the manner 
his voice, you could hear abandon, rage, and frailty, all in which he died resonates with others here, but I rather 
drunkenly partying together. My best memory of listen- doubt it, since to so many, he was just that "guy who did 
ing to him, though, was when he was at his most that 'Got Your Money' song' or that "crazy bastard who 
focused, on the Clan's seminal single, 'Protect Ya Neck." got on stage at the Grammy awards." To me, even from 
Without any of his characteristic wailing, Dirty spits a the admittedly remote perspective of a listener and fan, 
verse as fluently as anyone else on the track, and gives he was the reminder that there is no right way to rap , 
us the most unaffected picture of Russell Jones, just a other than sincerely. Good lookin', Dirt. ~ ,{~ 
kid in his 20's with a coarse voice and a talent for mc'ing. GI,;_ ~ .. '. 
Mastadon Rocks About Giant Whales 
You are incredibly lame. It's a fact of this modern 
existence; life within the confines of society - nay, 
liberal arts college - has reduced the criteria for 
greatness to not showering and being able to mur-
der an amp in front of approximately 35 apathetic 
teens. Modern man, sadly, does not need to ever 
submit his soul to the forging fires of Viking raids, 
hand to hand combat, or, say, the dogged and sin-
gle-minded pursuit across the entire globe of that 
greatest and most terrible of creatures, the white 
whale. 
This, I think, is the message of Mastodon's 
newest, "Leviathan': you are incredibly lame. It's 
possible, I suppose (they suppose), that you are 
some six-foot leather-clad Viking warrior reincarnat-
ed into a modern metalhead, but chances are, 5 
minutes in the ring with Moby'd flatten you to the 
mizzenmast. (Note: any nautical references hence-
forth are bound to be incredibly inaccurate.) 
Leviathan is - I'm not ashamed to say - a concept 
album, and it's a concept album about Moby Dick. 
Regardless of feelings about the book as a whole, 
the reader must at this point concede that this is 
totally fucking cool. It is this author's humble opinion 
that the music world in general desperately needs 
more concept albums. That said, and in light of our 
pathetic modern condition, Mastodon presents their 
second LP, which will quite possibly be the closest 
brush any of you ever actually have with true great-
ness. 
Mastodon have of late become darlings of 
the fringes of the metal scene with their bizarre 
southern-fried grind; their first LP, "Remission", was 
chaotic, brutal, catchy, distinctly American, and also 
distinctly outside of anything that could be tradition-
ally called metal - all a recipe for (well-deserved) 
appeal to folks who don't know or care anything 
about Morbid Angel or Strapping Young Lad. 
That said, 
they've changed. It's 
true: this is not the same 
album that they made 2 
years ago. The produc- · 
tion has changed; it's 
cleaner, and the vocals 
can get cleaner too. 
However, no one can 
argue that this is for the 
worse. Remission was 
crushing because it was 
chaotic and cramped; 
the production and the 
density and complexity 
of the playing (best. 
drummer. ever.) suffo-
cated the listener with 
this unholy, uncompro-
mising heaviness. 
Leviathan is, on the 
other hand, more like its namesake: fucking huge. 
This is an entire album about a fucking 
whale, and it shows in more than song titles like 
'Seabeast' and 'Iron Tusk'. Every song is an epic. 
The melodies are all as huge and thunderous as 
they'd have to be in order to do the band's newfound 
ambition justice, but they all retain the bizarre inven-
tion that made Mastodon worth listening to in the 
first place. When I say huge, don't think of the 
overblown pretention of your favorite prog rock 
dinosaur; think "Carcharocles Megalodon", the 52.5 
ton ancient shark and namesake of track six. 
Those scared off or made skittish by the 
great, the epic, and the ambitious in rock music 
would do well to avoid this record. Those who prefer 
their music loaded down with irony and smirking ref-
erence - or at least with a hip fashion sense - will 
By ZACHARY SMITH 
find it as best an object for derision (or ironic enthu-
siasm - who can tell with these kids?), at worst 
absolutely cringe-worthy. This is, after all, a band 
which is not afraid to scream 'WHITE WHALE / 
HOLY GRAIL' over thundering power chords. But 
cheesy this ain't. Take it from me; I hate cheese. 
There's not a second on this album which will cause 
you to look at your feet and say, 'Yeah ... I don't real-
ly know why they decided to do that.' It's 46:43 of 
crushing, technical, and at times brilliant music. If 
you love metal, get it, and don't be scared off by 
weirdness and outside influences. If metal scares 
you, pick it up - there's not a single dab of corpse-
paint or a single invocation of the Dark Goatlord on 
the album. If fashion and irony are more important to 
you than rock, get bent. 
Save Your Time, See Something Else 
Dance movies are really a genre unto themselves. 
Think back to the great ones: Dirty Dancing, Foot-
loose, Saturday Night Fever, Flashdance; they all 
convinced us that dancing was an expression of 
freedom and happiness. They all make you want 
to start dancing when you're finished watching 
them. "Shall We Dance," the newest addition to the 
genre, is partially successful. 
John Clark (Richard Gere) is a lawyer going 
through a standard mid-life crisis. He's bored with 
his job, his marriage seems to have lost its spark, 
his kids are growing up and have little time for him. 
Every night John takes the train home from work 
and passes Miss Mitzi's Dance School, and sees a 
beautiful woman staring out from one of the win-
dows. One evening, on impulse, he signs up for 
ballroom dance lessons. He is taught by Miss 
Mitzi, and more importantly by Pauline (Jennifer 
Lopez), a beautiful dancer with a huge chip on her 
shoulder. Intrigued by Pauline, and by dance in 
general, John becomes truly committed. He also 
learns that his colleague, Link (Stanley Tucci), a 
mild-mannered attorney by day, is a dancing 
machine by night. Much of the film deals with 
John's preparation for the Big Dance Competition, 
and his attempts to hide his activities from his wife 
(Susan Sarandon). With all his sneaking around, 
John's wife comes to suspect that he is having a 
November 16, 2004 
By FRAN LANIADO 
affair. Imagine her surprise when~-
she finds out that he has been 
dancing. ,t: 
Though there is significant sex-· i 
ual tension between John and ,;ct 
Pauline (who we learn has recently/< 
had her heart broken, hence her . 
bad attitude), wisely, it never movest· 
beyond tension. The viewer knowsk 
it never can, for the simple reason ·'.:,> 
that John loves his ·wife. When,£' · 
John and Pauline join hands to··, ... ,, 
dance for the first time, John's wed- · "--
ding ring is clear on his finger. ;,;. 
"Shall We Dance" is generally, ,,,,_ 
what would be c~a~sified as ~ "fun, /? _· · .. 
feel good movie . There Is no JJ,-.._ 
depth, and little logic (for example, why is John so 
ashamed to tell his wife about his new hobby?). It 
touches on the question of why heterosexual men 
are so embarrassed to love daflcing, though this is 
never fully explored. But this lack of substance is 
compensated for by a few successful comedic ele-
ments, and some great dance sequences. 
Jennifer Lopez is a great dancer, and is almost 
entrancing in some of her movements. So it is all 
the more unfortunate that she is such a terrible 
actress. At best her performance is boring, at 
:::--·-
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worst, it is ridiculous. Richard Gere is pretty bland 
in his part as well, but since his role is that of the 
Ordinary Guy, it kind of works. Susan Sarandon 
turns in a strong performance in an underwritten 
role, but it is Stanley Tucci who steals every scene 
he's in. He holds nothing back, making his charac-
ter simultaneously sympathetic and hilarious. 
All in all, this is a good movie to see if you're 
looking for a lot of style, and absolutely no sub-
stance. 
arts/ entertainment 
Now T,et's Write About How This 
Article Makes You Feel By BONNIE RUBERG 
Want to have a really horrifying Halloween next 
year? Just go to a self-publishing conference. 
Trust me, it's terrifying. 
How do I know? Yes, sadly enough I 
myself attended a self-publishing conference 
outside of Philadelphia this Halloween weekend. 
Its catchphrase: "Express yourself. .. !" Why was 
I quite so foolish as to drive my ass three-and-a-
half hours south for a fright show? Well, first of 
all there's that looks-good-on-a-resume what-
not. Then there's the fact that they gave me a 
scholarship. So I'm thinking, free can't be bad, 
right? 
The man who offered me the scholar-
ship turns out to hatte a giant ponytail and buck-
teeth. His idea of casual chic is a translucent 
button down shirt that shifts from purple to blue 
in poor lighting. Everyone there is over the age 
of sixty. Right off the bat they hand me a pin that 
says, "Kiss me, I'm an author: Sweet Jesus, 
was I wrong. 
Why do I tell you this? Hopefully, to 
convey the disgust and dismay I felt at such a 
ridiculous conference. And also to warn you, 
writers of Bard: never become like this! 
Self-publishing, as you may know, is a 
process by which writers pay for their book to be 
published. Then they have to go out and sell it 
themselves. Sometimes they do well and can 
get two copies of their book in the local Barnes 
and Noble. Most of the time they've got hun-
dreds of unsold books piled up in their garage. 
They travel the country selling their work out of 
vans. These people go a little crazy. And they're 
all here. 
leads the session. She asks, • Are you ever 
afraid of the blank page? Do you feel like you 
have nothing to write about?" Tables full of old 
men are nodding. And I want to yell, So why the 
hell are you here? 
"If you ever feel like you can't write," 
the leader says, "just think of these words and 
inspiration will always hit: Mad, sad, glad. 
• A good story," she says after passing 
around a handout on the subject, "must have a 
take-away message. Some little piece of wis-
dom to make the reader feel better about her-
self." 
"Seems kind of formulaic, don't you 
think?" asks the man seated next to me. I nod. 
Then he tries to sell me a copy of his book. 
When I refuse he tries to sell me three. 
And the reigning Miss America is here 
too. In fact, she's the highlight of the confer-
ence. All the literature says so. She's written a 
children's book less than twelve pages long. 
She sits at my table. I wonder, how do I look sit-
ting next to Miss America. She won't stop click-
ing her shoes on the floor. She raises her hand 
to answer every question. And every question 
she answers wrong, but finds some way to 
include the word naked in her answer. After the 
session every male attendant comes by to say 
hello. When they talk to her they put their hands 
on her shoulder, her arms, her cheeks. She 
doesn't complain. This is how she's made it big. 
sonal Wisdom," and (my favorite) "How to Get 
Published Now!!!" 
An elderly woman walks past my table 
at lunch. The hotel staff has served me a slice 
of pineapple and a slice of honey dew as a veg-
etarian meal. "You look young," she says, and I 
explain about the scholarship. • Are you learning 
anything good?" "Some of it's useful," I venture. 
"Well," she says, hobbling off, ·as a young writer 
it's important to be prepared. Just think, this is 
your future!" 
She means this to be a compliment. I, 
on the other hand, cannot bring myself to finish 
my fruit-filled lunch. 
At the point where things start to" seem 
normal, I know I have to leave. Part of me says: 
But you've only been here eight hours! You have 
two more days to go. They're paying for you. 
These are real people, however depressing. 
You can't run away. 
The sane part of me says: Get out! 
After the lecture on designing your own 
book cover but before the panel discussion on 
choosing a title which will come up easily on 
Amazon.com, I tell the woman in charge I feel 
sick and dizzy. I should really drive home, to my 
house on the other side of the city. She's shout-
ing down the hallway after me, "Get better soon! 
It was so great to see you! Thanks so much for 
being here today! We can't wait until you come 
back tomorrow!" But I know I won't be back 
tomorrow. And then I really do feel awful. 
First thing Friday morning there's a 
writing workshop, and I'm thinking, Great, that'll 
be just like back at Bard. All I can say is have 
patience for the students in your workshops: 
they are infinitely more intelligent than these 
people. A woman with giant curls of Jewish hair 
Soon it starts to seep in. After listening 
to a two-hour lecture on the impossibility of 
mainstream book publishing, I think: My god, the 
market must be so difficult! It seems like no one 
can get published. But then I pop back into the 
bookstore the conference people have·set up in 
the back room. What brilliant works have these 
people been forced to publish themselves? 
Titles like: "Little Angel's ABC Guide to Pretty 
Hair Care," "Pieces of My Soul and Other Per-
"Go to school," says the vice-president 
of the self-publishing company when I call to say 
I have strep and have to drive back to New York 
early, "and write something for your paper. So 
that everyone can learn as much as you did. 
That would be nice." Maybe this isn't what they 
had in mind. But at least there's a lesson for all. 
Because You Can't Warm Up At Kline 
By LAURA BOMYEA 
Now that cold weather is upon us, I thought I would cozy 
into my favorite critical role as a purveyor of hot drinks. 
Coming from practically-Canada, I understand the impor-
tance of having hot fluids after coming in from a romp in 
the snow. Also, around midterms my first semester here, 
I discovered the wonders of caffeinated beverages. In my 
search for a warm drink to keep me up studying until the 
wee morning hours, I have encountered many good 
drinks and many others that simply don't do it for me. 
Here's what I think. 
Coffee-
Just as the pop-up-toaster is the m1ss1onary 
position of the toast making methods world, plain old hot, 
percolated, drip coffee is like those nasty jeans your 
mother keeps trying to throw away. I can't drink regular 
coffee, as it is too acidic, and so I don't thfnk I can objec-
tively judge it. Although I will say that the first time I tried 
to drink coffee, I took one sip and this involuntary shud-
der caused me to make probably the most horrified face I 
had ever made up until the time I found out they cancelled 
Macgyver. I don't like the taste of it, even in ice cream or 
milk shakes or candy or any of those other products and 
I hope it's not too sacrilegious to say so. But then, what 
do I care? 
Rating: Not Available (but "blegh" in my opinion) 
Hot Cocoa-
A perennial favorite, best with whipped cream, 
marshmallows, melted chocolate chips, and any number 
of the other foods on the dentist's ten most hated list. I'm 
on the hot cocoa train and I'm happy to say that I enjoy it. 
I will say that I prefer dark chocolate cocoa, and I think 
sugar free cocoa is bunk. Please, don't waste my time 
with your "healthy" cocoa. I'm going to put candy in it 
anyways. 
For a great hot cocoa experience try Nestle 
French Vanilla hot cocoa, Land O Lakes Coroa Classic;; 
Supreme Chocolate cocoa or Hershey's Chocolate Rasp-
berry or Goodnight Hugs (White Chocolate) cocoa. 
Rating: Regular Cocoa B 
Dark Chocolate B+ 
Sugar Free Cocoa C-
Chai Latte-
My first experience with chai was that indu-
bitably illegal indulgence they serve at the Curry House in 
Red Hook. It was the most amazing hot beverage in the 
free world. Since then, I've tried to replicate that sensory 
high by trying dry chai latte mixes. The fact is, they just 
don't come close. They're good, don't get me wrong, but 
when you're looking for filet mignon and all you can find 
is a hamburger ... well I'd be disappointed I don't know 
about you. I get about halfway through a mug of Oregon 
Chai or General Foods International Chai Latte and I am 
reminded of my first love. It brings tears to my eyes, and 
not just because I can't wait till it cools down to drink it. 
Rating: Oregon Chai B+ 
General Foods International Chai Latte B (it's a little too 
grainy) 
Red Hook Curry House Chai A+ (wait for me, my love, I'll 
be back soon) 
Catt' Latte-
When ordering a coffee type beverage out in the 
world, I am most likely to order a latte. I am particularly 
fond of the caramel or cinnamon lattes from Dunkin' 
Donuts. This, though, comes of too much time spent driv-
ing while I'm tired. Dunkin' Donuts is oh-so-accessible 
when I'm zombie-like on the road. In. my room, too, I have 
a container of Folgers Catt' Latte mix, the Vanilla Vibe fla-
vor, which I probably drink most often. I prefer sweeter, 
creamier coffee drinks, and so the latte seems made for 
me. I only wish that I had experienced the wonder that is 
rumored to be the Starbucks latte. We don't have a Star-
bucks near my home, but those that have ventured a few 
hours south found themselves wrapped in the loving 
embrace of the Starbucks latte. I think that's why I first 
tried a latte. 
Rating: Dunkin' Donuts Latte A 
Folgers Catt' Latte Vanilla Vibe A-
Cappuccino-
Okay, so truth be told I can't handle the real cap-
puccino. In a restaurant, a cappuccino is just way too 
strong for me most of the time. The great thing is, how-
ever, ory cappuccino mixes are surprisingly much weaker 
and thus more tolerable for those of us with stomach mal-
adies. I'm a big fan of the General Foods International 
Coffees Cappiccino mix because they make a decaf ver-
sion that I can still enjoy before I go to sleep. I prefer their 
Catt' Moca to the slightly too sweet French Vanilla flavor, 
which is a little bit waxy. Folgers also makes a Cappuc-
cino, which comes in a round canister that makes me 
very happy. Oddly, I prefer their French Vanilla to their 
Mocha Chocolate flavor. I think this has something to do 
with the redundancy of the phrase "Mocha Chocolate." 
But, sadly, I think it's pointed at people like me that took 
quite a few years to figure out what the word mocha 
meant. Now that I know, I feel justified in believing that 
"Mocha Chocolate· just sounds silly. 
Rating: General Foods French Vanilla Cappuccino B 
General Foods Catt' Mocha Cappuccino A-
Folgers French Vanilla Cappuccino A 
Folgers Mocha Chocolate Cappuccino A-
Tea-
My grandmother used to say that tea cures all 
ills, everything from a stomachache to a broken heart. 
Not only does tea warm my heart and soul, it makes me 





But to get down to it, tea is a staple in my book. 
I even have certain flavors I prefer in certain seasons. 
For example, in the fall I'm a big fan of the cinnamon 
apple tea. In the winter, I gravitate toward orange or 
peach. In spring and summer, it's all about berries. I also 
really love maple blueberry tea, which I think might only 
be available in Canada. I don't mind the healthy herbal 
teas that actually suggest they could cure all your ills 
(immunity defense or tummy friendly teas). I do typically 
object to fennel though. There's something about the 
taste of fennel that doesn't make my tummy feel anything 
but defensive. 
As far as brands go, I don't really discriminate 
too much. I am, by nature, a Lipton girl, although college 
has introduced me to Celestial Seasonings which offers a 
larger variety of flavored teas. I haven't really found a 
brand I don't like, only specific flavors I prefer to stay 
away from. Yogi Tea's Cocoa Spice Tea is pretty good, 
but their Stomach Ease has fennel and is thus nasty. 
Rating: Plain/English or Irish Breakfast/Earl Grey Teas B 
Herbal Fruit Teas A-
Teas With Fennel D 
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as 1sen r 
said no, he was totally enfranchised. "Literally," 
lained, "I have large chain businesses all over 
e." 
I did not. 
My voting experience (or lack of a voting 
xperience) was due to my own stupidity, not to th 
vii empire. When I turned 21 my· driver's licens 
xpired, and so I traveled to Kingston to renew m 
license. Along with that, you have the option of regis 
ering to vote, which I did. I had to get out of the green 
arty because they were about to start hounding m 
amily for signatures once again and it' got annoying 
fter a while so I registered Republican Uust so I coul 
o and fuck with them at primary elections). I filled ou 
he form, and left. Assuming the issue was closed until 
November 2. 
Allow me to digress for a moment and presen 
story that should shed some light on my relationshi 
ith the New York State Department of Moto 
ehicles. I went to the same Kingston OMV to get m 
assport when I was a freshman. With eighty dollar 
in cash in my pocket, I was prepared to meet the cos 
f the new passport, but did not have a single penn 
I sauntered into the office, the clerk gave m 
he form to fill out, which I did (with sloppy handwriting, 
never be neat). She then asked, "How will you be pay 
ing for this?" 
"Cash." I slap four twenties on the long count-
"Oh no," she shakes her head, "you can't pa 
Credit card only." 
Think: The United States Government doe 
not accept the cash that it issues. I examined my dol 
lars in front of the bureaucrat, and I noted the line, 
printed in the upper left corner that reads, ''THIS NOT 
IS LEGAL TENDER FOR A~L DEBTS, PUBLIC AND 
PRIVATE." My voice betrayed complete animosity. I 
sked how a man who did not wish to pay interest on 
money he didn't have could get a passport. Th 
nswer was in the "money order," an archaic, non-
lectronic transaction. 
She gave me fucked up directions to the pos 
ffice, which took me about thirty to forty-five minute 
o find (I was on a clock at this point, though unbe-
knownst to me). I stood on a long line and got to th 
ront, my synapses firing at irregular intervals. "Let m 
et an $80 money order," I asked. He nodded sure, 
nd then, in an annoying voice asked for something 
like $81.73. At this moment my heart dropped. I onl 
had eighty bucks. 
Long story short: I begged the man for mercy, 
nd to forego the tax expenditure and allow me to trav Go Team Donkey! Ry MAI I IQHNSQ[\l I to Mexico. He did not. Eventually, when I cause 
....:a.o...w.....1..w.w..u..&...w..w..u..~~.,-~-----------'-~,~~::1,,,1.....,,u,..""-'1,,1,,,,1o1...i.i1,,,,,&,1~---Lnough of a scene, an old woman joined my side an 
Immediately after the disaster, liberal radio (the sole outpost) began weakly declaring that we have to get out into the red 
states and start educating people, inform the masses. Al Franken reread the numbers on what Bush voters actually 
believed (that Iraq had WMDs, that Saddam was behind 9/11, that Bush is for the Kyoto Protocol) versus the reality. The 
logic went that if the 51% who voted for Bush had been properly informed, they ~ould have voted with their best interest 
and Kerry would have won. If only the masses had known ... 
Liberals, there you go again. Don't be patronizing. Give these people who voted for Bush more credit than that. 
It's not that they never heard your facts about the Bush administration. They heard them, they just didn't give a shit. Sure 
they watch Fox News, but that's not why they're misinformed either. It's not that they think Fox News is balanced - they 
know it's warped but they don't care, because Fox is on their team. Right or left, America has divided into squads. At this 
point, the masses aren't looking for truth. They've become like British football supporters, blindly routing for their side. 
During the Nixon administration, Pat Buchanan notoriously put forth the theory that by pushing against civil rights 
(in this case for blacks) Republicans could effectively split the country in half and come away with the slightly larger piece 
of the pie. In the decades since, the model has held out, as this election has proven. Instead of judging an incompetent 
regime that failed even its own vision, the red state majority simply voted for their team. Any negative information that came 
up during the campaign (i.e. everything on the news), the Team Republican fans just looked at it defensively, registering it 
solely as an attack against their side. When I was a kid, Ric Mahorn played for the Pistons, used dirty tricks on the court 
every time the ref looked away, and I hated him. Then he was traded to Sixers, and was soon banging next to Barkely. 
Mahorn pulled the same stunts at the Spectrum, and when he got away with them I yelled, "Yeah!" I even bought his jer-
sey. Because I was a fan. 
Left, do you think we're any better? As Iraq turned continually darker, was there not a part of you that reveled in 
the "I told you so" factor? I did, and I have family over there getting shot at. How about abortion? I'm pro-choice. When I 
walk through Times Square, I never look at that pro-life table with the color photos of all the late-term abortions. I kriow it's 
a troubling, morally difficult issue, but I've made up my.mind. I've chosen my team. Therefore I won't even look at the pic-
tures. 
So what do we, the left, do? How do we make the fan mentality work in our favor? Well, you don't do it by com-
ing at supporters of the other team with ''facts" and "reality." What Yankee fan ever convinced a Red Sox fan to change 
sides based on the reality that their team usually loses? No, you fight the battle by making your own side more attractive, 
by making it a team that more people will automatically get behind, align with to the benefit of their own ego. Instead of 
using monotone, Kerry-esq fact-dropping to build a fanbase, we need to look towards other the great fan recruiting battles 
that rage amongst us for guidance: Wendy's versus McDonalds, Windows versus Macintosh, Pepsi vs. Coke. To sell the 
liberal vision in this new millennium, we have to update to our uber-capitalist, commercially driven era. Forget about 
Enlightenment arguments based on reason. Think corporate branding. It's the source code our masses have already been 
pre-programmed to respond to. 
The Republicans have realized this since Reagan: there is no steak anymore, there is only sizzle. McDonalds 
creates the actual smell of their beef in test tubes because synthetic is the new real. Forget Chomsky, look to Baudrillard. 
Continued on page 18 
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old him for the love of God to give me a break. I 
urned to her and said, "You know, you can give m 
wo bucks just as easy as he can." She smiled, an 
hen paid the tax for me. 
· At this point I start running down the goddamn 
road back to the goddamn OMV so I can get the god-
amn passport situation in line and get home at a rea 
enable hour. I said nothing to the woman as she with 
icy hands processed my application, for nothing need 
d to be said. She was an idiot; she worked for th 
overnment; she had no answers. 
So there I go, into my car, and I try to exit th 
arking lot. A man spoke through his mustache at m 
sking for my parking ticket. My heart sank one 
gain. I dimly recalled opting for the OMV parking, 
ince the first half-hour was free or something like that, 
rather than park in the church like a decent avoider o 
rivolous charges. In the long and short, I was fucke 
nee again. I looked into the man's eyes: "I've go 
nothing." He asked for clarification, and I drove away. 
After that ridiculous experience, I wa 
mazed that I trusted the Department of Moto 
ehicles to take care of my voter registration forms. I 
poke to an elections officer and he laughed when I 
old him I registered at the OMV. He said they usuall 
lose all the forms. Interesting. 
So, Walt, I was unable to vote for you. I coul 
have gone down to Poughkeepsie and got on the rolls, 
ut I thought that wasting four hours driving and sitting 
n line was less important than going to class. Ker 
ins in New York, whether I get to cast my vote to 
alt Brown or not, so fuck it. 
Sorry Wally, but the OMV sucks. 
or How Democrats Can They're here 
Bush's unexpectedly decisive victory in terms of the 
popular vote (a four-million spread) reflects the 
.-r.ai~A.1 .... .._..ar.;¥....;illl-'..a..i~P"--&,.;L..:l""-L.l.➔,.,l,ji..,.~i....--1 Christian get-out-the-vote drive in churches all across 
and Love Ga\/ Mar r·1 an e the South and Midwest, the result of a grassroots cam-,Jla,,&, __ ,._"8..&..~-.aci..aa..,ip~ ... ~.-a.1- ...... .-a.-~1■~--1 paign that in many ways exemplifies the democratic 
process at its (formal) best. And the future is seriously 
By ETHAN PORTER grim-Republicans, through Iha rise of evangelical 
On Election Day, I and my fellow "Gen Y'ers• were expected to Christianity, have finally found a way to make democ-
carry John Kerry to the White House, but by late evening it was racy work for them. They have found a way to be pop-
obvious we had failed to vote in numbers large enough to deliver ulist without being racist, they have found a massive 
the election for the senator. "The youth vote is bunk," conservative group of people incapable of thinking but quite capa-
pundit Jonah Goldberg declared gleefully. ble of voting, and they will never, from here on out, 
The thing is, it's not true - there is a youth vote. But for relinquish this strategy. As Larry Kudlow put it in a 
the umpteenth straight election cycle, it remained effectively National Review article entitled "A Virtuous Victory-
untapped by both parties. We voted sporadically and, as could be The Evangelicals May Have Clinched It For Bush," 
expected, largely but not overwhelmingly for Kerry. "Though the established media outlets 
To win a more decisive share of the youth vote in future almost never talk about it, Bush's core sup-
elections, the Democratic Party must return to its roots. This is not port group has all along been the born-again 
to say it should tum "left" or "right," because at this point the ideo- Christians. They make up roughly 40 per-
logical spectrum in America has been so twisted and mutated that cent of the American population. They are 
neither Adlai Stevenson nor Barry Goldwater would find a comfort- middle-class folk who go to church, read the 
able seat in our political scene. The Democratic Party was once the Bible, and practice traditional virtues and 
party of hope, and to regain power it must become so again. values - make that religious values - in 
Progressive politics of any sort has the inherent ability to their daily lives. They are married and tend 
inspire. Unfortunately, the Democratic Party of the recent past has to stay married. They are shopkeepers and 
failed to talk about the notion of progress - perhaps fearing it as small-business people. Many are stay-at-
being too close to that terrifying four-letter word, "liberal." Instead, home self-employed. Others are sales peo-
the party has focused on convincing voters that, empirically, its pie who travel their regions as insurance 
positions make more sense than those of the GOP. And although brokers or financial planners or corporate 
recent history bears out this claim, it also means that Republicans product representatives. They drive SUVs. 
have successfully replaced issues of substance with social wedge They shop at Wal-Mart and JCPenney. They 
issues. 
Abortion, gay-rights and guns dominate red-state dis-
course, and thus national elections. Democrats, meanwhile, have 
remained silent. Democrats do not inspire; when asked about gay 
marriage or gun control, they shuffle their feet and look at the floor 
like nervous schoolboys. 
The solution is not to sway right - which besides demon-
strating a profound lack of conviction would also appear entirely 
unbelievable - but to sell Democratic positions by enunciating how 
they differ from those of Republicans. The youth vote, in tum, would 
become even more Democratic than it is today. 
How and why will this happen? Guns and abortion are 
likely to be the subjects of irresolvable arguments from now until 
the demise of the republic. The debate over gay marriage, however, 
is relatively new on the mainstream American stage. Although the 
right wing has led the charge against it recently, it behooves 
Democrats to take a firm stance in favor of it. 
Polls conducted by MTV and the Annenberg election sur-
vey have indicated that the younger generation is far more liberal 
than their parents' generation when it comes to this issue, so one 
can quite plausibly imagine that a strongly pro-gay marriage 
Democratic Party would appeal to the youth vote, especially if it 
were framed as a matter of civil rights. In addition, if its economic 
benefits were carefully explained to voters, some of the business 
class would in all likelihood join in supporting its passage. Gay mar-
riage, it could be said, is a both moral and an economic issue. 
Suddenly, young voters would have a cause and the 
Democratic Party would have a purpose. Assuredly, this purpose 
would repel the Christian fundamentalist voter bloc to no end, but 
the only way for Democrats to win the support of such voters is to 
cease to exist. 
Change in the Democratic Party must flow from the recog-
nition of one undeniable truth: that the strength of the party, though 
temporarily obscured by "triangulation" and other such philosophies 
of political convenience, lies in its potential to inspire voters. 
President Bush and Karl Rove have political acumen to 
spare, but their politics naturally handicap them, for the sort of poli-
tics they stand for pits neighbor against neighbor, friend against 
friend. There is no unity, only acrimony. 
"John Kerry calls on us to hope," proclaimed rising party 
star Barack Obama at the Democratic National Convention in July. 
Alas, he did not, and he lost. Yet the next Democratic candidate, if 
he speaks persuasively and proudly in favor of gay marriage and of 
building a more hopeful, united country, would win most of the 
youth vote - and perhaps even the national election. 
This article originally appeared in The Forward newspaper. Visit 
www.forward.com. 
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are middle class ... 
"Yes, and they believe in God - as does 
their candidate George W. Bush. They also 
believe in traditional marriage between a 
man and a woman. And as befits the tradi 
tional nuclear family, they love their children 
and believe strongly in a child's right to life." 
This is the dark side of populism. And-mark my 
words-from here on out, the Republicans will never 
again run anyone OTHER than a born-again for 
President. I will make a grand prediction: in twenty 
years, the separation of Church and State in America 
will be effectively eroded. You accuse me, perhaps, of 
hyperbole, of perverse catastrophism. I hope you are 
right. But America occupies a unique, and unprece-
dented, place in Christendom, and this unique position 
must be thoroughly and rigorously critiqued. I will 
attempt to offer, here, some preliminary thoughts on 
the form such a critique should take. 
In Western Europe, Christianity has suffered a fate 
similar to the fate Judaism has suffered at the hands 
of Reform Jews: its practitioners over-thought it, they 
became too smart for it, they wrote about it and talked 
about it until it had no power anymore, and eventually 
they couldn't even be bothered to keep on pretending 
they believed. No Reform Jew believes a goddamn 
word of the nonsense he spouts, and many European 
Christians, I suspect, are the same. But this process 
creates a reaction-in Judaism, the rise of Ha!,sidism, 
an emotionally-intense variant of Judaism that forbids 
over-intellectualization in an attempt at preserving 
itself. Religion cannot withstand too much thought. 
Extreme Jewish Zionism, too, is a type of reaction to 
the gutting of Judaism of any real spiritual force by 
Reformists and secularists. And with Christianity, all of 
America is becoming the reaction. Christianity, like 
Judaism, has been thought to death, it looks silly in the 
face of the hard sciences, it's been driven from all 
institutions of higher education, and if it is to survive it 
must recreate itself in the stupidest possible form-
hence, the Evangelicals, Fundamentalists, Biblical lit-
eralists who, by insisting that the Bible is the concrete, 
unambiguous Word of God, save themselves the trou-
ble of interpretation-practicing religion becomes, at 
least in terms of engagement with the text, a totally 
passive activity. 
America's status as the locus of Christian reac-
tion-as opposed to Western Europe, which Supreme 
Court Justice Antonin Scalia has accurately referred to 
as "post-Christian•-makes it strikingly similar to the 
Middle Eastern sites of lslamofascism which 
Americans, since 9/11, have been so conscious of. 
{The oft-pointed-out irony, of course, is that a profound 
enmity exists between the Islamic and the American-
Christian worlds). 
Extremist Islam and extremist Christianity are 
both distinctly postmodern developments in that they 
are so highly self-conscious. They both perceive them-
selves against a background of threatening status-quo 
secularism. They both tend towards a kind of death-
obsessed martyrdom. In centuries past, institutions of 
religion were inextricably bound up with forces of the 
state-the rule of law and the rule of the Book were 
not separate spheres. As a result, sincere religiosity 
assumed an inescapable organiciscm, naturalness, 
inevitability, which it can never again regain. In con-
trast, the two truly dangerous religious movements of 
the twenty-first century-Islam in Saudia Arabia, 
Nigeria, Iran, to name a few; Christianity in America-
op1n1ons 
perceive themselves as desperate bastions of 
Godliness pitted against a predominant corrupted sec-
ularism. In the case of Islam, the exemplification of this 
secularism is America, with its cosmopolitan urbanity, 
rampant sexuality, hedonist atheism, and, worst of all, 
Hollywood. {The best short analysis of this phenome-
non can be found in Ian Buruma and Avishai Margalit's 
"Occidentalism," published in the New York Review of 
Books in January of 2001 ). 
American Christian fundamentalism has, 
mostly, the same enemies: sexual liberation, cos-
mopolitanism, Hollywood, atheism. Additionally, unfor-
tunately, it also hates Islam, which is why George 
Bush has been able to convince Americans that Iraq, 
in spite of the secular-fascist nature of Saddam's 
regime, was in some way tied to the terrorists who per-
petrated 9/11. American Christians, in supporting a 
war against the religious terrorists with whom, in fact, 
they have far more in common than with their blue-
state neighbors on the East and West coasts, unwit-
tingly supported (and continue to support) a war with 
no real religious dimension at all. And so strong was 
the Christian factor in determining this support that 
even American Catholic church officials, in spite of the 
Vatican's pacifist opposition to the war in Iraq, urged 
American voters to support Bush, judging that his pro-
life position outweighed his patently un-Catholic mili-
tarism and zeal for capital punishment. 
How can secular Americans defend themselves 
against the fanatical Christians in their midst? I submit 
here that we must be diligent, militant, in preventing 
the Christians from doing in America what the extrem-
ist Muslims have done to much of the Middle East and 
Africa. We must not treat born-again Christians as 
unsophisticated but well-meaning simpletons who 
deserve, if not our support, then at least our empathy 
and understanding. We must not fall into the trap they 
have laid for us: we must not view ourselves as the 
latte-sipping, privileged, morally degenerate elitists 
that Bush, in his campaign advertisements and fiery 
hateful speeches, has portrayed us as. We must not 
allow our political candidates to pretend unconvincing-
ly that they embrace the same perverted "family val-
ues" that the right so successfully claims to embrace. 
At the same time, we must not BE elitists-we must 
forego intellectual condescension for zealous right-
eousness, we must treat the evangelicals as what they 
are--cunning, brilliant, committed, strategic. We must 
admit that we are outnumbered and outmatched. 
Republicans, it should be clear by now, are 
far smarter than Democrats. Admittedly, religious fer-
vor is an ineradicable aspect of human culture, and, at 
the present moment, it has reared its head fearsome-
ly in America. We cannot banish religion, and we 
would not want to. But in acknowledging its perma-
nence, we-the secular, the heretical, the atheistic or 
agnostic or what-have-you-must be prepared to 
defend ourselves, with legislation, arms, whatever-
against the lunatic hogshit nonsense which the fanat-
ics will try, indefatigably, to impose on us. Get ready, 
because the Christians are coming. 
Len Gutkin is a sophomore 
VOTING BROKEN DOWN BY 
RELIGION 
Bush Kerry 
Protestant 59% 40% 
Catholic 52% 47% 
Jewish 25% 74% 
Other 23% 74% 
None 31% 67% 
"Born Again" 78% 21% 

















On the final night of canvassing the Colwyn neighborhood of Pennsylvania's Delaware County, 
we were not really working to elect John Kerry. The polls had nearly closed in every crucial 
state, our "get out the vote" efforts served future Democratic elections, and more importantly, 
confirmed for voters their place in this country. Splitting off from Sarah Martino and Ethan 
Porter, I slogged to a small apartment building just to make sure that one woman had voted--
even after 6:00 pm. One would have thought that she, like so many others we encountered, 
was the sole swing voter, given the glee I showed when she told me that she had voted, and 
that she had voted for Kerry. 
As I finished talking to the voter in the apartment, a pair of women passed on the cor-
ner, one stepping faster than her companion, who treaded deliberately because of what clung 
to her hand. Behind her toddled one of the very reasons we campaigned, a bouncy sprout of 
curls and braids with a pacifier in his mouth, grinning impishly at me. In spite of the cold, in 
spite of the fever, and in spite of the exhaustion, that little smile made the prospect of John 
Kerry winning seem so much more dire. I asked the boy's mother whether she had voted that 
day, guessing the answer but desperately needing to hear it aloud. "Of course," she said. After 
I thanked her for helping us take the country back, she declared, "Mhm ... l want my child to 
have a future! I want my child to have an education!" 
To me, there was, and is, no more evocative an expression of the severity of the 2004 
Presidential election than that mother's decree. Maintain, if you would like, that John Kerry was 
nothing more than George W. Bush with Botox and a different _party affiliation. You would be 
wrong. Then, go even so far as to assert that Americans had no choice in this contest. You will 
then be doubly incorrect, since not only did Americans perceive a difference between the can-
didates, they also unequivocally selected one, of their own volition, whatever the cost of that 
choice may be. That selection, in several cases, indicates that among Americans, the para-
doxical marriage of blind certainty and debilitating paranoia prevails over a return to a life that 
entails living for our own sake, and not only existing relative to terror alerts or mythical 
accounts of an arsenal of deadly weaponry, all aimed at us. 
What now? 
Waiting. Watching. Fighting back in whatever way possible, through 
our own disciplines and teaching. Sure, we can become active in all the old 
ways-demonstrating, writing letters, speaking up-and we should be doing all 
of those. But it's not enough. We have to overcome our paralysis, cowardice 
and diffidence. And one place to start is with language. If we are liberals, pro-
gressives, social democrats, socialists, if we believe passionately in social jus-
tice and saving the environment, then for God's sake let's say so. I want to hear 
strong voices speaking out not just against the war but insisting that we get out 
of Iraq NOW. Let's engage the "pro-life"·and anti-gay bigots, and if they claim 
their positions are principled, then let us fight them principle against principle for 
as long and as hard as it takes. 
I want to see a resurgence of the great Christian left of the Calvinist 
abolitionists, the tradition of Harriet Beecher Stowe and her father and brother, 
the tradition of Niebuhr, of Dorothy Day and the Catholic Worker, of the 
Episcopal Church in New York City. Let religion fight back against its perversion 
into violence and hatred. I want Jews who are critical of American support of 
Israel to speak out and fight back when they are called antisemites for doing so. 
And finally I want to vomit at the words "faith", "moral" and "values." 
We've entered the kingdom of perpetual night, we're staggering through 
Jurassic Park, and the pod-people from "Invasion of the Body Snatchers" are 
battening on us all. 
Elizabeth Frank is Joseph E. Harry Professor of 
Modern Languages and Literature 
Now that the election is over, anyone concerned for the future has his or her own 1-------------------------------
decision to make. Relying on that next Congress, that next President, or that next wave of 
progress only goes so far. It leaves those already struggling to effect change, both within and 
outside of official politics, burdened with the heavy weight of your hopes and an obligation to +--a~•~&..;-~a..~:....---.i..:.1--1..w:.i...~~JU.W-------
realize them. We therefore cannot relent, no matter the amount of resentment we will face in 
return, in making every issue a live one. We cannot wait until 2008 to exchange the rattling 
elegy of gunfire for the harmony of gentle laughter. We cannot wait until 2008 to make honest 
work equal a humane living wage. We cannot wait until 2008 to assert and fortify every per-
son's equality under the law, and not with disregard for his or her background, but in celebra-
tion of it. 
Rather than wait, we have to champion ideals and values that spring from hope. 
When our only tactic is to warn of the worst, not enough people will act until the worst is at our 
doorstep. Instead, we must offer the best vision, that which includes and reconciles, rather 
than isolates and agitates. John Kerry, for all his talk of "hunting and killing the terrorists," still 
placed diplomacy over pre-emptive strikes, as well as a sound environment over the search 
for more oil wells, and the production of countless new American dreams rather than the mere 
preservation of old American wealth. His platform represented all that a President could pos-
(D sibly achieve today, and while 51% of the voting electorate seemingly'found it undesirable, it 
does not necessarily have to disappear, or even become diluted. Nonetheless, those aims will 
only survive if we keep them whole, and even augment them further. 
By that augmentation, I mean an acknowledgment that in order to win a substantial 
portion of the country, Democrats, and others on the left, will have to tackle "the abstractions," 
with which we can be so uncomfortable. As Ethan described to me on the somber bus ride 
home, these intangible factors comprise the "moral values" which trumped all other concerns 
for Bush voters in this election. Such a prospect may alarm many who think that "moral val-
ues" only belong to fundamentalist churchgoers or jingoistic neoconservative militants. As it 
stands, the right-wing political establishment has a rhetorical stranglehold on "moral values," 
but that does not mean we cannot break it. Just as Orrin Hatch can claim that same-sex mar-
riages undermine the moral structure of the American family, we can more loudly and more 
credibly tout that a child without health care is a truly reprehensible assault on the well-being 
of society. It requires us to speak to two human sensibilities, often ones that seem conflicting, 
but ones which we must learn to integrate. 
As daunting as things appear from this vantage point, it is not as if we approach the 
future in a state of frailty. We have the old vanguard, a new, vital advocate (you know him as 
Barack Obama), and a burgeoning infrastructure that spans all media and stands to grow even 
further. Ideas and information need to emerge from all corners, relayed and ricocheted among 
print, radio, television, and internet conduits. That final medium obviously deserves the most 
emphasis. Though highly proficient in the realm of monopolies, the right-wing establishment 
cannot lay claim so wholly to the internet as it did to radio and television, and the print media 
to a lesser extent. With this in mind, we have to all be a part of a constantly enlarging, pro-
gressive electronic network, one that depends on journalistic integrity and an abiding concern 
for all Americans, as opposed to the conservative pundit horde that plays on stereotypes and 
abhorrent prejudice. 
In Pennsylvania, we among the Bard Democrats and those who selflessly came with 
us, did as much as anyone could in this election. I hope you all appreciate the tireless work of 
every participant in our effort, because it certainly was tireless. Your classmates knocked on 
doors and reached people on an emotional level essential to any successful political move-
ment. They helped explode voter turnout in Montgomery County, and even turned West 
Chester to the Democrats for the first time in 150 years. Hopefully, you will do something 
equally affecting both for yourself and others, something that breaches the gaping impasse 
between people. I think I can confidently say, having seen what it takes to engage a person's 
conscience, that above all, we need to remember that in fighting for out dream for Americans, 
that we do so in a way that invites all of them, and not just those who unflinchingly concur with 
us. That is, I pray, what we will all resolve to do, in order to ultimately, and finally, set things 
right. 
Noah Weston is a sophomore. 
"I can't believe I'm losing to this idiot." 
-John Kerry on Election Night, according to 
Newsweek 
November 16, 2004 
The day of the election, I forwarded this email to everyone I know, and 
have received some extraordinary responses: 
Friends. Countrymen. 
Since 2000 I have been discussing the possibility of the North East 
seceding from the Union. Mostly people assume I am joking, but I 
continue to take this matter seriously. The country is famously divided. 
Why not divide it? We are no longer economically interdependent as 
states, as we were in the 19th century. I personally feel that my coun-
try has been hijacked by fundamentalist Christians, much as Iran was 
by fundamentalist Muslims in the 1970s. This election absolutely con-
firms that by using radical religion, the right has convinced the majc;>ri-
ty of our voting population to vote against their own self-interest, and to 
virtually insure decades of continuing religious warfare. 
So let them go ahead without us. Our new country, from DC to Maine, 
will be founded on principles of secular openness, environmental care, 
international diplomacy, good education, affordable health care and 
new technologies. Some ideas I have include $70,000 starting salaries 
for public school teachers, and equitable taxes on all religious organi-
zations. We would have open immigration to encourage those fine Red 
Slaters who are equally outraged by the fundamentalist overthrow of 
our great nation to join our cause. 
The Red States can do what they will. I can't believe they'd be unhap-
py letting us go. This is a global economy and they aren't dependent 
on our native industries. I am not advocating a civil war, just an amica-
ble divorce. Why continue with all the rancor when two quiet neighbors 
can productively coexist? 
I am hoping to find anyone with like ideas, and specifically a web 
designer out there willing to help start this movement. Please forward 
this message to anyone you think might be interested. 
Tim Davis is Visiting Assistant Professor of 
Photography 
"It is easy to rejoice today, because Christ has allowed you to 
be His servant in this nation for another presidential term. 
Undoubtedly, you will have opportunity to appoint many conser-
vative judges and exercise forceful leadership with the 
Congress in passing legislation that is defined by biblical norm 
regarding the family, sexuality, sanctity of life, religious freedom, 
freedom of speech, and limited government. You have four 
years-a brief time only-to leave an imprint for righteousness 
upon this nation that brings with it the blessings of Almighty 
God." 
-Bob Jones, of Bob Jones University, in a letter to President 
Bush 
Cao I Write for America? By BONNIE Bl IBEBG 
Bonnie and Jeremy, perhaps inspired by the pictured nominees, duke it out 
Fifty-two percent of this country's population voted for George W. Bush. Fifty-two percent 
of America voted for a president who knowingly sent this country into an unjustifiable war. 
Fifty-two percent of Americans-real people, not statistics-stepped into voting booths 
and made a decision. Abortion, they said, should be illegal. Gays, they said, should not 
be tolerated. The world, they said, is a dangerous place. They wanted the strong to pro-
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end of democracy. A radical documentary from a left-wing activist becomes a blockbuster; 
the movie comes quickly to DVD and sells out in retail stores. Multi-platinum singers give 
speeches next to Democratic politicians in hopes of rallying the masses of younger, more 
liberal voters. Yet here we are, less than forty eight percent of this country. What we see 
is not America. 
What happened to all those words, the words that we call truth? America, it is clear, 
does not listen to words. In the end the words mean nothing. What matters is this: the 
No, You Can't 
Although this will come off sounding like a personal attack, that is not my intent. What this 
article and its writer puts forth is unconscionable and its fatalism is perhaps the most egre-
gious manner of pretentiousness that I have seen come out of this college since my last 
article. First of all, to everyone who has not read this elegy to good taste, please stop 
here and give it a once-over. Not only does the writer dismiss every call to, oh, knowl-
edgeability, but derides half of my country on the basis of the vote they cast: a vote which 
she so maliciously and intentionally misconstrues that it was my opinion that the article 
should not have even been published. But it will be, because we've decided that this shit-
side of collegiate writing, no matter how awful, deserves its place in this paper. As a self-
congratulatory aside, we have the most radical editorial policy of any American college 
paper I know of: if you put your name on a piece of writing and we will publish it. 
Unfortunately, this article was signed and so my agony continues. 
First contention: this country has never been anywhere near as bad as Romania 
under the Soviets. We have had our dark days, to be sure, but until a column of tanks 
rolls down Pennsylvania Avenue, your comparison is utterly false. Caveat: this compari-
son is never made explicitly in her article, but you get my point. Furthermore, the author 
somehow thinks that Romania was a better place to be a writer than America circa 2004. 
If the point here is that somehow an oppressed majority is better to be a part of than a 
minority that lost a democratic election I would say that the author is willfully ignoring what 
oppression really means. When the 1989 revolutions were in full swing the oppressor, in 
the case of Romania it was Nicholae Ceausescu, had his armed guard shoot and kill thou-
sands of protestors {who, incidentally, were fighting for democracy ... the system of gov-
ernment within which the author finds it so difficult to writef To my knowledge, the Bush 
administration, whatever their imperialist aspirations, has not shot and killed American 
civilians. In other words: stop, please. 
Is it depressing that more than half of the voters in this country failed their God-
given common sense just a few short weeks ago? Yes, yes it is. Does that mean that 
authors everywhere should up and leave this country? No. Does it mean that somehow 
"America" is hostile to a left-leaning writer? Maybe, that remains to be seen. But allow 
me the following: this country was founded by rich unelected white men. If you want to 
make an appeal to the ideal of America, please don't go comparing Bush (elected with a 
majority) to the Soviet totalitarians. That everyone she cites as speaking out had that 
opportunity, that those people whom she derides for having voted for Bush had that 
fear in their guts. The primal, animal fear. 
I am a student but I am also a writer. I am a writer because I try to make something 
more with words, something true, however unsuccessfully. I am a writer because I put the 
pen to the page with the intention of creating. But I am not enough. I as the author am 
not enough. Nor are my words. Nor is the art. That is, without reception. Writing needs 
an audience-a listener, a reader-to bring it life and to offer it meaning. Without that, writ-
ing is no more than words. And it is clear that words have no place here. 
How can you write for America with the full knowledge that America will not under-
stand? What pragmatic choices remain? Stay, and write for a country that has blinded 
itself, that has traded its literacy for the warmth of the Republican womb? Or leave, join 
the scores of expatriates, and write about America from a distance, write as a foreigner, 
and as such always an outsider to the world that created you? Is it futile, is it ridiculous, 
to offer your words to America? Is it romantic, faithful, trusting, true? Or is it the work of 
a fool? 
When Romania fell to the U.S.S.R., its writers entered aperiod of scrutiny and cen-
sorship to be expected of a paranoid and totalitarian system. If you want to write freely, 
if you want to write truly, said the outside world to the artists of that country, get out. Many 
did. Norman Manea stayed. He wrote from the inside for years. He wrote in allegory, in 
surreal metaphor, and still his novels were chopped apart before publication. He had no 
love for the government. But he had a love for the people, for his sense of place. So he 
refused to go. He refused to abandon his country. And then they forced him to leave. I 
see him often around campus. I have heard him say, before starting a lecture, that in Bard 
he has found a great haven. Yet he goes about the day-to-day, it seems to me, with acer-
tain unshakable sadness. A haven is not a home. 
II is also important to remember: When the communists took Romania the natives did 
not welcome them by majority. Manea had a purpose in staying. He knew that some-
where, beneath the weight of oppression, lay an audience, a population who did not have 
to accept this fate, whom he was bound to serve. There was a reason to keep faith. But 
here in America fifty-two percent have already laid down willingly beneath the rubble. 
By JEREMY LOW 
opportunity and that her article is published refutes her claim. 
The author says that those people who voted for Bush thought that abortion 
should be illegal, but if one 
takes even a cursory look 
at the exit polls they will 
show that fifty-five percent 
of this country thinks that 
abortion should be legal in 
most situations. Those that 
thought that abortion c,l 71 
should be either "Mostly U U 
Illegal" or "Always Illegal" 
still votea for Kerry {26% 
and 22%, respectively). 
And one in every four peo-
ple polled said that same-
sex marriages should be 
completely legal; that, for 
the record, would be about 
70 million of the 280 or so 
million people in America, 
or roughly 70,000 times 
more people than will ever 
read her article. 
In closing, if you think that you somehow can't write for America, that your words 
of truth and wisdom will carry you no further than these hallowed pages, then perhaps you 
are right; but if you are truly an artist and feel such pangs of remorse or anger or wha 
have you, if, through writing, you believe you can make a difference then it matters not 
from where you write only that you do and do not shirk the responsibility of your profes-
sion, for to be a writer you must profess your faith and that you seem to have little in those 
whom you wish to convince means, perhaps, your words are not as truthful as you would 
like to think and you need look more closely at yourself then those you deride. 
All I know is th t if we give in to despair, the in. The time for mourning must give way to a time of peaceful political and social action. Everyone who is committed to a different, bet-
ter world must unite and work. We must fight this horror which is upon us-not only on the global and national levels, but also on an immediate, personal level. We must reach out 
to the people who are most affected by Bush's re-election. Whether it is through soup kitchens, mentoring, community art projects, religious initiatives or social activism, now is the 
time to ensure that people don't fall through the ever-widening cracks. This work is crucial, now more than ever, because whatever hope we have lies with each individual person. 
Now is also the time to regroup, to recollect our wills and souls and to strengthen our commitment to a better world. We cannot have positive effects if we ourselves are 
exhausted, depleted and depressed. Read good books, listen to music, go for a hike, watch the northern lights, hang out with other committed people. 
Anna Feldstein is a sophomore . 
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Four More Years in the Middle East By NfBINA RLJSJOM.H 
What Americans have forgotten is that President Bush's decision to wage pre-emptive war 
in Iraq is. yet another moment in the history of America's relationship with the Middle East. 
While it seems that the majority of American citizens were concerned with moral values 
and leadership in the domestic sphere, citizens in Middle Eastern countries are acutely 
aware of America's diminishing moral values and leadership in the international sphere. 
This dismal view of America, however, did not begin with President Bush. Instead, visions 
of America as a self-interested, imperial power have their roots in foreign policy choices 
during the Cold War. 
The irony - and perhaps travesty - is that America was not always regarded with 
wariness. It wasn't always this way. In fact, in the early twentieth century America was 
viewed as a supportive ally that could be trusted more than the British, the French, and 
the Russians, and in some ways able to counter their colonial aims. For the Middle East, 
the twentieth century began with the promise of American intervention and ended with 
resentment over American meddling in the region. This resentment has grown into rage, 
and before celebrating or bemoaning President Bush's further objectives in the Middle 
East, it is worth reflecting on how America turned from hero to villain. 
America was a positive force in the early twentieth century before the Middle 
East formally comprised the nation-states recognized today. At that time, the Ottoman 
Empire included the territory associated with today's Arab nations and North Africa, and 
the Qajar Empire included current-day Iran. Both these empires had complicated dealings 
with British, French, and Russians who each had colonial ambitions. Not being the same 
kind of "super-power," America was seen by the people of the Middle East as a less 
threatening, even supportive nation. For example, in 1911 the Iranian parliament invited 
American banker William Morgan Shuster to organize the nation's finances. His role was 
an annoyance to the British and Russians who claimed spheres of influence. After Shuster 
tried to collect taxes from officials under Russian protection, he was sent home - only 
eight months after he arrived. 
The moment that showed America's noblest intentions, though, was during the 
negotiations after World War I. The Ottoman Empire had allied itself with the Central 
Powers, and so the loss of the Central Powers effectively ended the Ottoman Empire and 
opened up the way for the Allied powers to do what they always wanted - carve out pieces 
for themselves. It was in this moment that President Wilson insisted that Allied nations 
could not act as colonialists, but could have "mandates" until people in the region were 
able to exercise self-determination. This conviction is captured in point twelve of President 
Wilson's fourteen points: "The Turkish portion of the present Ottoman Empire should be 
assured a secure sovereignty, but the other nationalities which are now under Turkish rule 
should be assured an undoubted security of life and an absolutely unmolested opportuni-
ty of autonomous development. ... " 
Yet, America as a negative force emerged soon after it gained "super-power'' sta-
tus. Particularly during the Cold War, American fear of Soviet influence led policy makers 
Response by Mimi Winick 
(D Last spring I marched with my fellow Bardians in the March for Women's Lives in 
Washington, DC. To be honest, I mostly went because my friend Page had helped 
organize it, and I thought vaguely that women should have a right to choose, ttianks to 
the liberal views I absorbed from my parents and the sub-plot of Dirty Dancing. I started 
off a little embarrassed to be there at all, and tried to avoid holding a sign. My feeling was, 
I've shown up, now let me lake this one step at a time ... 
After the march, I began to feel the first stirrings of pride in political activism, to 
call myself a feminist, and to take an interest in current events to the extent of actually 
reading about them. By the time the election rolled around, I was spending hours on the 
internet consulting half a dozen news sources a day and discussing the political situation 
in the states with anyone who would listen (I have been studying in Edinburgh since 
September). However, though I was inspired by my friends' stories of going to Ohio to 
register voters, I wasn't jealous that I was missing out on direct action-by educating 
myself and voting, I was doing enough. By Wednesday, I was ready to join the counter-
Revolution. 
I am honestly terrified. But not petrified-I am too outraged for that. Beyond 
the outrage I feel at the past and future of the current administration, I am outraged at all 
the talk in papers like The New York Times of the necessity of 'reaching out' to Bush sup-
porters in anticipation of the 2008 election. There is some political truth to this, but some 
to stymie political growth in the region. This was certainly the case with America's role in 
attempting to reduce the power of President Nasser in Egypt who nationalized the Suez 
Canal and turned to the Soviet Union when President Eisenhower and Secretary Dulles 
did not grant Nasser the aid they had earlier promised. By contrast with the early twenti-
eth century, these strategic games exposed America as having an agenda in the region 
that was not in line with the new experiments in government. This was quite clear in the 
case of Prime Minister Mosadegh of Iran who by nationalizing the Anglo-Iranian Oil 
Company limited the power of the British and by demanding control of the Iranian armed 
forces checked the growing authoritarian nature of the ruler Muhammad Reza Shah 
Pahlavi. In 1953, Mosadegh was ousted in a coup by the Shah with assistance from the 
CIA. Since the 1950s, America's image has slowly eroded in the region. This now com-
pletely eroded image is in far contrast with the early twentieth century view of America as 
support and protector. 
In his 1982 acceptance speech for the Nobel Prize in Literature, novelist Gabriel 
Garcia Marquez questioned if the Swedish Academy and the world would allow experi-
ments in governance in Latin America in the same way that they had accepted - and 
awarded - his experiments in fiction. The same could be asked of American foreign poli-
cy in the twenty-first century. Will America allow Middle Eastern societies to develop and 
form their own systems of government? Or are they, like the characters of Marquez' Nobel 
prize-winning novel, condemned to 100 years of solitude? 
It is clear that President Bush has a choice to make. He can opt to continue deci-
sions that extend America's policies of the late twentieth century, albeit in an extraordinar-
ily aggressive way. Or he can act on the principles of the early twentieth century. Ironically, 
he affirmed these principles in a speech to the National Endowment of Democracy on 
November 6, 2003: "Are the peoples of the Middle East somehow beyond the reach of lib-
erty? Are millions of men and women and children condemned by history or culture to live 
in despotism? Are they alone never to know freedom, and never even to have a choice in 
the matter? I, for one, do not believe it. I believe every person has the ability and the right 
to be free." 
Yet, will President Bush allow for choice given that many people in the Middle 
East already view America as the new despot? The next four years offer an opportunity. 
Not an opportunity to reverse or repair perceptions of American power - it is too late to 
recapture that earlier feeling of America as a positive force. But it is an opportunity to take 
a step - a single step - in affirming the principles of freedom that America once represent-
ed in the early twentieth century. 
Nerina Rustomji is Assistant Professor of History 
and Religion 
of these writers are advocating compromising important liberal beliefs, such as defending 
the separation of church and state, to do this (see Nicholas Kristof's November 3rd and 
71h editorials in The New York Times). This also ties into the outrage I feel at being char-
acterized by people on both sides of the 'red and blue' spectrum as a lesser American 
because I am liberal and live in the metropolitan area, and yes, drink the occasional latte. 
Somehow the right has convinced itself AND the left that these characteristics are not 
American, and that only struggling, blue-collar workers in the 'heartland' are 'real' 
Americans. That is patently ridiculous, and yet this idea is ubiquitous, as can be seen by 
much of the left constantly apologizing for itself and venerating, excessively, most aspects 
of this restricted definition of American-ness. We need to be proud of our principled 
stance on issues such as abortion, civil rights (specifically within this, gay marriage), pro-
tecting the environment, the separation of church and state, and so forth. This pride will 
not only be for the sake of keeping the political left strong, but because we as citizens 
need to be committed to fighting against the threats to these rights and protections. The 
left in Washington has been muffled further by this election, especially as our checks and 
balances cease to function. This means that we, as left-leaning citizens, have to increase 
OUR volume. After all, there are still nearly 55,353,453 of us. 
Mimi Winick is a junior 
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Mi n in P 
By REANNA BLACKFORD 
Every time that I walked away from an encounter with a 
Republican voter during the "get out the vote" campaign in 
Pennsylvania this week, I was overwhelmed by pure frustra-
tion with my inability to understand the reasoning of Bush 
supporters. I could find no common ground between myself 
and these "conservatives" and could not relate to them on 
any fundamental level. Respecting and attempting to 
understand the opinions and perspectives of such voters is 
truly one of the most difficult tasks ever presented to me. It 
is nearly impossible to calmly accept the choices made by 
pro-Bush voters, which seem to me as well as to many 
Americans, to be the cause of needless suffering around 
the world in addition to the erosion of American political 
ideals. It is obviously arrogant and unacceptable for myself 
and other like-minded liberals to assume that we are the 
morally righteous ones in choosing Kerry over Bush, look-
ing to bestow compassion on others; conservative Bush-
supporters most definitely believe themselves to be highly 
morally aware, looking to protect the future of the country. 
But how can you simply conclude a difference of opinion 
between yourself and your opponents and leave it at that, 
when you find that the opinions and actions of your oppo-
nents not only make your blood boil and contradict the feel-
ings of every fiber in your being, but are proven to you to be 
harmful? At what point do you decide that your opponents' 
opinions and actions cannot be merely dismissed as differ-
ent from your own but must be actively resisted? 
I knocked on one Pennsylvania resident's door, 
hoping to confirm her support for John Kerry, and was taken 
aback when told me to leave and declared, "I don't under-
stand you guys [Kerry supporters]. I just can't understand 
you." There was nothing to be said between us that could 
be productive and both of us fully recognized the fact that 
neither of us would be able to say anything that would sway 
the other. I left filled with that familiar frustration of being 
unable to relate to a Bush-supporter and with knowing that 
she was unable to relate to me. The problem is that we 
could not simply agree to respectfully disagree with each 
other and be satisfied because our disagreement was not 
only an academic one and we felt the stakes to be high. So 
I went on working to promote Kerry and as the resident to 
whom I spoke told me, her son went on working to promote 
Bush. I suppose that in the end the Republican resident 
and I did find something in common: we both couldn't 
understand each other's viewpoints. This common senti-
ment between us didn't contribute to any resolution of our 
disagreement. For me, the discovery of an inability on both 
of our parts to understand each other only created anger 
and uncertainty about how to continue pursuing the better-
ment of our country's situation. 
op1n1ons 
By JESSE MYERSON 
I promise not to comment on the curious trend 
of exit polls being flatly accurate where polling was done 
by punch ballots but being ferociously off in electronic 
voting places. I also will not bore you wrth the details of 
my personal grief over the feeling of impotence that 
comes from a stunning loss after an overwhelming 
amount of work. I won't even preach the Failings of a two 
party (one party: the bourgeoisie) system that is egre-
giously non-indicative of the extensive spectrum of views 
it is asked to represent. No, those things, doubtless, are 
the subjects of myriad other articles in this very edition-
so too, I fear, will this subject be, since I am not a terribly 
original person. What I am, though, is an eternal optimist 
who has a fanatical faith in the power of pluralism and 
that of free expression. Indeed, those are the values I 
hold most passionately; they constitute, in large part, my 
social views. 
I received the folloWing anonymous comment 
online: "Start packing your bags. Better pack warm, I 
hear the Canadian weather's a bitch this time of year. 
Best man won, Bush/Cheney 2004." To the writer of that 
comment, I have this to say: You haven't gotten rid of left-
ists that easily. We've defeated fascism, apartheid, slav-
ery and imperialism for centuries and centuries. That is 
not only our tradition, but our very essence. A bunch of 
evangelicals who categorize the prevention of equal 
rights and women's autonomy as "values; instead of 
immoral war and the lack of health care, don't scare me 
nearly so much as the prospect that you, Bard, will give 
up. They will not send me packing, and they had better 
not you. There is simply too much work to do. 
The issues that defined the movement we cre-
ated-these are not issues that go away, and certainly 
not ones that hinge on John Kerry's back. There is a 
struggle for these things. It is a struggle we've inherited 
through history. You live by the struggle, and you die by 
it. And at all times, you make a conscious decision to do 
all you can for it. It is time to fight, now, Bard. I want my 
country back, and damned if I won't pick up political arms 
to defend the union in this bloodless civil war. 
God damn it, Bard, never stop fighting for jus-
tice, truth, equality, democracy, peace and the promise of 
a real America. Never, ever, ever. Demand those things! 
Because if you don't fight for them, who will? Not Tom<' (J) 
Daschle, net Gray Davis, no John Edwards, no Terry '-' 
McAulitfe. Republicans don't lose because they don't 
give an inch. Their view is "fight the bastards," and that is 
a fight I have never been so ready as I am now to take 
on. 
Protest with the vigor of a thousand revolutions. 
Defy, reject, shout and resist as if you'd just discovered 
defiance, rejection, shouting and resistance. Use love as 
..ll,,j~..a."-..1...A.a.1:.Ji11111L....1 ..... L.11"-,;~..a..;a.....t..-L-l1111C.~~.a."-I!---..;;;;;......;..;~..;..;....;....;...;..;;:;..;;;;;.;;:;..;....;... ____ _, your weapon, education as your tool, and keep on fight-
ing until progress has come. And come it will. 
I have written many controversial editorials as a 
columnist, but I must confess that the maelstrom sur-
rounding this piece is unique in at least one respect - it is 
the first article I ever produced which became infamous 
before it was even placed into print. 
The brouhaha was ignited by a photograph that 
Regina Teltser took of a young woman, Freya Powell, 
being arrested during the protests in Red Hook. I sus-
pected the pictures would be dramatic and powerful, and 
wished to publish them alongside this essay. Thus I wrote 
an e-mail to Freya requesting her permission to use 
them. In doing so I sent her a copy of the column itself, 
and when she responded negatively - her exact reply 
was "There is no way that I will agree to this article." - I 
accepted her decision and moved on. Unbeknownst to 
me was that Freya had decided to cut-and-paste the last 
two paragraphs of my article to a letter which she pro-
ceeded to send to every student on the mailing list of the 
SAC (Student Action Collective). The message, which 
she titled Fucked up article to be printed in the Bard 
Observer regarding red hook "riots", failed to mention that 
the two paragraphs displayed were actually excerpts from 
a larger work. It read as follows: 
"Matthew Rosza is trying to print an editorial 
about what happened on weds- please feel free 
to write to him what you think of the article in 
order to help his poor disillusioned soul! 
According to him we "alienated the community" 
and committed acts of DISRESPECT towards 
the cops." 
Since that time I have received numerous e-
mails on the subject, ranging from respectful statements 
of dissent to hysterical jeremiads. I am not sure what 
Freya and many of her fellow SACers hoped to accom-
plish by stirring up such a storm. I hope that their goal 
was to open up an intelligent discourse on the methods 
that liberals should use in order to win the country back in 
future elections - such a dialogue should be not only wel-
comed but encouraged if our cause is to prevail in future 
elections - and not to intimidate or harass me into pulling 
my editorial, which would of course go against the grain 
against everything that liberalism stands for. I for one am 
confident that liberalism will eventually retake the country. 
So long as reason and logic are our guideposts, I believe 
that the flow of history is in our favor. We might encounter 
difficulties in the future - I don't think anyone disputes 
that - but so long as we use reason in our approach to 
these problems, we will always have an incredibly power-
ful weapon to keep our cause alive. The instant we relin-
quish that standard - as I fear the SAC and other organi-
zations like it are prepared to do in a fit of rage - we will 
fail not only ourselves, but the cause we wish to repre-
sent. 
In an attempt to assuage the fears of the campus 
population in the event that President Bush was reelect-
ed, I printed an article in The Free Press the day before 
the election. As my previous editorials noted, I considered 
Bush's re-election to be a distinct possibility. I was opti-
mistic about John Kerry's potential for victory, of course 
(and even now I do not believe such optimism was mis-
placed), but I recognized that if Bush were to win, it 
would be important that the residents of this college avoid 
reacting in an irrational and potentially dangerous man-
ner. 
I also wrote in my final pre-election editorial that I 
would be right there on the picket lines if it appeared that 
President Bush had prevailed in this election through dis-
reputable means, but that I would stand only at picket 
lines, not barricades. My reasoning was, and is, quite 
simple: I love America, both in the ideals that our nation 
stands for and in the institutions that are currently in 
place to support them. Far too often the term "liberal" has 
become synonymous with "radical" and "anti-American", 
and I feel that it's time for the true liberals in this country 
to take their title back. Liberalism is the belief that all 
human beings have the irrefutable right to live their life in 
the manner of their choosing, so long as they do not 
infringe on the rights of other individuals to do the same. 
The United States of America, for all of its flaws, is one of 
the few nations that is unstinting in its devotion toward 
ensuring that this right is guaranteed for all of its citizens. 
Therefore, although I will criticize my country when I feel 
that doing so is necessary, I am unwavering in my sup-
port for its government, not in spite of my liberalism, but 
because of it. If the left is to win back the heart of our 
nation, we must convince our countrymen that it is we, 
and not the right, that best represents the ideals of the 
stars-and-stripes. 
It is at this point that I must begin the primary 
subject of this article, namely, the riots that erupted in 
Red Hook on the day after the election. I marched in the 
beginning because I believed that it was important for the 
56 million Americans who had voted for John Kerry to 
remind the 60 million who had not that our voices still had 
to be heard. Most of the Bard students who marched with 
me did so for the same reason, and it is important that 
the residents of Red Hook bear this in mind. However, as 
the incendiary rhetoric and actions of the radical students 
became more prominent, the more reasoned individuals -
myself included - began to disassociate ourselves from 
the main proceedings. By the time the sit-in had started 
in the town of Red Hook, the initial group of 250 protest-
ers had dwindled to what locals approximate was a band 
of three or four dozen highly determined activists, who 
found themselves sitting in the primary intersection of 
Red Hook. It is well known that the situation eventually 
deteriorated, with excesses being committed by both 
sides. I do not wish to devote this article to describing the 
situation, as I am certain that many of my peers will make 
up for that in spades. Rather, I feel it is important to point 
out that this behavior is both strategically and ideological-
ly wrong. 
There are better ways of initiating change than 
alienating a community and engaging in acts of disre-
spect toward law enforcement officials. We can write let-
ters to our congressmen, and campaign for local officials 
who support left-wing causes. We can join activist groups 
that, within the framework of our democratic system, can 
be far more effective in leading to meaningful reform. 
There are dozens of other measures that intelligent and 
well-intentioned citizens can take in order to prevent 
Bush's reelection from having a negative impact on our 
lives and on our country. Engaging in rash and impetu-
ous behavior will only cause potential sympathizers to 
condemn us as stalwarts and revolutionaries - and we 
will deserve their condemnation. 
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" he days of pushing an agenda seeking to socially re-engineer America is over'' 
The question still swirling on everyone's mind is how President Bush was re-elected. The 
liberals and secularists who run the party blame the Swift Boat Veterans, a communica· 
lion failure, and the lingering power of 9· 11; however, all those possibilities pale in com-
parison next to the issues of faith. The polls following the election placed the issue at the 
top of voter concerns. Democrats must try to wrap their minds around this reality, for it lit· 
erally means their signature issues are no longer major factors for the electorate. The only 
unifying issues the Democrats had was Iraq and the President himself. To explain how the 
President captured the issue of faith, I have coined a term, issue transcendence (aka-God 
first). 
A majority of Americans are religious and believe in God. They take the scripture 
seriously, and do their best to model their lives on its teachings. Is this confirmation that 
Americans are what my English grandmother calls, "God botherers." a people ignorant to 
modern reason and logic? While I love my Granny dearly, and some Democrats as well, 
to believe Bush supporters are ignorant and blind to reason is a dangerous elixir. Many 
Bush voters believe their actions, if in accordance with scripture, will translate into an eter-
nal life in heaven. I am not contending taxes, terrorism, and social security are unimpor-
tant, yet none are as important as God. The President is known to be a man of faith, and 
religious voters prefer such a man in the White House. 
John Kerry lost because he and his party stand, not with the scriptures, but with 
the idols of secularism. They do not support faith-based programs, placing the Ten 
Commandments in public places, and the ban on gay marriage. This is a short list, but 
when viewed in its totality, the Democratic Party ain't what ya' call, church gain' folks. The 
American people, unlike Mr. Kerry and his party, do not hold the enlightenment gained 
from a master's degree over what many believe is the word of God. Even as a religious 
Jew I find Mr. Kerry's agenda dangerous and regressive. America was founded on the 
tenets of Judea-Christian beliefs, and those underpinnings ought to remain in place. This 
nation, unlike secular Europe, should not reinvent its culture to satisfy a vocal minority, for 
while equal justice is owed to all, equal convenience is not. 
Our country, home to millions of believers, is not racist or bigoted because of its faith. The 
faithful recognize that gays wish to have their relationships officially recognized, and thus 
the President's embracement of civil unions. Yet some continue to deride the faithful as 
desirous of a theocracy. That is tantamount to saying that because someone hums 
Rusted Root they're a tour stalking groupie. The President's actions signal that he wish· 
es to incorporate and solidify elements of religion into the nation's fabric. There is a clear 
distinction between a theocracy and one adopting small pieces of Biblical teachings. 
I know many of my Bard friends keep their mommies up till the wee hours decry-
ing the President's win. I know many can't stand that religion, not yoga and organic soy 
milk, have transformed his life. I know many of you fear Hummers will colonize the Polar 
Ice Caps and send thousands of defenseless, yet cute as a button, tuxedo penguins flee-
ing in terror. However; if the Democratic Party is to slow its inexorable slide into oblivion, 
it must evolve. 
The days of pushing an agenda seeking to socially re-engineer America are 
over. The people have risen up and proclaimed the secular movement as disobedient to 
God's will. For the party to survive it must learn to live with religion and faith, and teach 
its supporters one can be a Democrat, but not one that freaks out at the mere mention of 
God when forming policy. You must come to embrace faith-based programs and stop call· 
ing in the F·16's when some Christian or Jewish dude shows up with the Ten 
Commandments in hand. If you ignore the trends shaping this country, and continue on a 
path of electoral ignorance, further disaster will ensue. 
A party can only survive so long if its aims are radically disparate to the voters 
its seeks. President Clinton was successful because he tricked Americans into thinking 
his policies were derived from religious consultation, for his language was clothed in a 
didactic moral haze. He made it appear that his faith ordered him to spend billions on 
social programs. However, the American faithful have grown weary to the obvious contra-
diction and no longer want a party or a President to pretend to follow the lessons of the 
scripture. In the end, American can follow Europe's path to idolatry, or it can stay true to 
its founding, and follow the laws prescribed by the almighty. 
By ANDREW PEYTON The Morality Factor 
A "Stolen Election," moral issues, the Mandate and Democrats 
Perhaps writing this article is an act in self-indulgence, yet I assume that all the other arti• 
cles will serve much the same purpose. In that sense, I am assuming to know what many 
people are going to write about or are contemplating as a result of the recent political 
developments. That said, I find all the cries of another stolen election (chads, hacking, 
disenfranchisement, provisional ballots, and the like) to be ultimately beside the point. I 
feel the most important goal ought to be, and perhaps this is merely a result of my histor· 
ical training or my moral underpinnings, to understand how exactly this all occurred and 
what we can do t~ remedy the situation in the future. Inherent in this suggestion is my 
belies that the conservative perspective is fundamentally flawed. 
The reduction of the election to "guns, gays, and God" neglects the importance 
of God. Sure, gun rights played a part, and the various constitutional amendments ban-
ning gay marriage helped mobilize conservative and religious factions, but the morality m factor is not accorded enough credit. Everyone is perhaps familiar with the fact that those 
who responded that moral issues were the most important consideration-for the election 
were overwhelmingly likely to vote for Bush. It is also significant that more people felt this 
was the most important issue, rather than the issues of the economy, terrorism, or Iraq. 
At the same time, I feel the emphasis on God is misrepresented, even misunderstood. 
I do not think our country is ultra-religious or this necessarily marks some {what 
I would call) recession into nee-conservative policies, regardless of "the Mandate" we 
hear so much about lately, or the fact that approximately 90% of Americans believe in 
God, the highest percentage of any democratic society. Back home it is safe to say that 
the majority of people I am aware of are not fanatical snake-handling southern Baptists 
(not that they do not exist) nor are they even avid church-goers. Rather, they are patriot· 
ic Americans, perhaps overly-indoctrinated with the integrity of America. They have faith 
in our country and a strong sense of moral obligation. I do not see this as a problem 
except in that it eliminates a healthy skepticism that might serve them well. 
Rather, I feel the fundamental problem is in the failure of the Democratic Party-
the failure of the Party to continue to appeal to these fundamental sentiments and a fail· 
ure of the Party across the board. While Bush effectively united the Party in some regards 
(e.g., much of the political in-fighting was side-lined in an effort to simply win), I think the 
Party still failed to understand the rhetorical power of the Bush machine's constant allu· . 
sions to God, or shorthand for faith and moral decency. I think this is also a trend that has 
been developing for quite some lime. In doing so, the Bush team, among others, is touch• 
ing on something that has always been an essential characteristic of the majority of the 
population and this fact is unlikely to change for quite some time. I think the GOP, stand· 
ing behind Bush, did precisely the same thing and, in doing so, aligned themselves in a 
position that suggested either a vote for Bush and all the GOP or a vote for Kerry and all 
the Democrats. 
It is this particular fact that is of the utmost importance for in my mind, if the 
Democratic Party is to reclaim the bully pulpit or a majority in either of the houses of 
Congress, it is absolutely essential that Democrats return to the evocation of faith and 
moral uprightness. This is not to suggest that suddenly our rhetoric should sound like the 
Republicans': "God, God, yea guns, God, God, boo gays, God, God, God." However, 
Democrats must begin to evoke these beliefs once again simply by referring to their faith 
in America, their faith in the American people, their wholehearted belief in the integrity of 
America. Perhaps not all Democrats feel this faith, which is certainly understandable, but 
as far as I am concerned, if the Democrats continue to neglect this fact then they will 
effectively consign themselves to the status of the minority party. 
With this perspective, the entire idea of the Mandate is cast aside in a wholly jus· 
tifiable fashion. If people voted for the GOP because of their ability to massage core 
moral beliefs of the public, in no way does this reflect the policy preferences of the pub• 
lie. The public did not vote for their policies, they voted for something entirely different. II 
we turn again to the fact that the majority of people listed moral issues as their primary 
consideration, it should be apparent that people did not vote for Bush because of his poli· 
cies. And honestly, did we really ever hear that much substantive talk about policy to 
begin with? 
I may, ultimately, run the risk of avoiding other important factors, such as the poor 
response time of the Kerry team to, most notably, the diabolical actions of the Swift Boat 
Veterans for Truth, but I think this is the most important consideration as we ought to be 
reflecting on the reasons for our loses. So long as the GOP has a stronghold on the claim 
to the fundamental beliefs of the populace the current trend will continue indefinitely. The 
only alternative is for the GOP to make such terrible policy decisions that people out of 
necessity will feel obligated to shift their voting tendencies. This, however, is a reality I do 
not want to experience. 
Response By Cbarles·F_ Dingman 
In the very short run • with lots more thinking to be done about all this • the single most 
unpleasant theme in the reporting on this event has been the emphasis on so-called 
"moral values" as the subtext of Bush's popular vote success. Neither the media nor the 
rest of us should be accepting the Right Wing's definition of what constitutes a "moral 
value," yet in that topic area the Republicans still seem to be winning, or at least holding 
their ground, in the war of words. I do not believe there was really much moral thinking 
involved in this result, and that it has a lot more to do with the deft manipulation of igno· 
ranee and fear, conveniently focused, as it happens, by terrorism. How much of the 
Republican success in Ohio coincided with the success of a gay-bashing referendum 
question? Does that have anything to do with morality, in any defensible meaning of that 
erm? Or rather with mindless defense of the status quo by people paralyzed with fear of 
he unknown and the unexpected? 
A partner of mine remarked upon hearing that Kerry had conceded, "this means 
hat the Northeast doesn't matter." But in truth the results brought home that it still does 
matter, although the way in which it matters is one of the reasons that Kerry lost big in the 
mis-labeled heartland: the very different intellectual outlooks and proclivities of various 
regions (with apologies for those of you in the minority elsewhere) were starkly painted on 
he electoral map. The South and Midwest resent the superior attitude that they have had 
o take from the blue-painted places that lost this time around, because we no longer have 
he dollars and the numbers to just impose our attitudes on the red places. They saw 
Kerry for what he was • smarter and more worldly - and rejected him just for that. There 
is a need for lots of intellectual cross-fertilization! A dialogue is needed to build a new polit· 
ical consensus, wherein the Northeastern and West-Coast intellectual snobs find ways to 
xport some ideas in a respectful and snobless manner, before the nation squanders too 
much of its effort and substance in misdirected, sell-absorbed responses to terror, which 
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in turn leave us so gravely open to pillage by the greedy and the cynical among us, not to 
mention those abroad for whom we provide a far easier target by virtue of our arrogant 
and brutish behavior in the world. 
For the minute, my reaction (short of shopping for Canadian real estate, as Emily 
suggested this morning!) is that it's time to start thinking about how to help the Democrats 
maximize the typical off-year Congressional losses suffered by the party with the White 
House. If we can turn the Senate in '06 - no easy feat • it will probably be too late for at 
least one Senate Committee confirmation vote, because I assume Rehnquist won't hold 
on now that he knows his people are so firmly in charge. It would slow down other appoint· 
ments, however, and the enactment of further treasury-raiding benefits for the super-rich. 
It would also pave the parliamentary way for a meaningful, progressive administration in 
'08. But it will take a widespread attack on the goofy, half-cooked notions that pass for 
ideas in our current political discourse to make it happen. We have to make it harder for 
the Republicans to talk about freedom while delivering the very opposite, and get away 
with it. 
In short, best to get busy on an off-year election parliamentary counter-attack of 
vast prop~rtions. Thus, ultimately we may be better off organizing for a truly effective 
resurgence of progressive power than owing electoral loyalty to a president who would 
have been hobbled by the fact that Congress is firmly in the grasp of a party that has 
proved itself capable of great malignancy in defeat, viz. the Clinton years. 
Charles F. Dingman is the father of student Emily 
Dingmam 
Bural, ['Jon-White Mining Poverty 
. is the Worst sv AN□sEw eEvraN 
A response to the Free Press article 
"Census Report Reports Staggering 
Inequalities" 
Upon reading the recent Free Press article entitled "Cen-
sus Report Reports Staggering Inequalities," I was horri-
fied by a particular paragraph that read: 
"There are poor white people too, right? Well, no. 
The lowest quintile (a stastician's fancy word tor 
"lowest fifth" of the data) of white households has a 
median worth of $24,000. So 10% of white house-
holds are worth less than that and 90% are worth 
more. The median income of the lowest quintile of 
black households is $570, Hispanic households 
median is $500. So no, there are not poor white peo-
ple. "Poor" whites are 42 times better off than poor 
blacks.' 
While I am willing to concede the fact that this may have 
been done with $Orne sort of hyperbolic effect intended I 
felt impelled to respond to this assertion. Not on°ly 
~cause it is a blatant misuse of statistics to suggest that 
Just because the median worth of whites is 42 times high-
er than blacks means all whites are 42 times wealthier 
than blacks, but because it is terribly inaccurate and ill-
informed in other regards as well. Try going into rural 
Eastern Kentucky. For all those that are not non-urban 
southerners you will feel like you have been transported 
to a scene from Deliverance. 
Before I continue, I feel it necessary to state that 
I a~ not racist (even though my funny accent might 
remind one of the antebellum American south) and I do 
~ot_ m_ean to suggest that African American poverty is 
insignificant or even more prevalent nationally. 
Now that my disclaimer is out of the way, I think 
statements such as this underline the gross misunder-
standing of what people back home like to refer to as "city 
folk" and "Yankees.' In comparison to all the studies 
about inner-city poverty, most notably Wilson's "under-
class· concept which has become a part of our vernacu-
lar nowadays, the status of rural, non-mining white pover-
ty is terribly neglected and little understood. For instance 
the now classic "Beech Creek study" is never mentioned 
outside rural poverty specialists, which, by the way, was 
done in the 50's. (On a side note, approximately 10% of 
the population actually falls into this supposedly rampant 
•underclass· category.) 
The effects of rural poverty are tremendous, not 
to mention the fact that it is a condition that can only be 
characterized as chronic, intergenerational, and predom-
inantly white. I have some numbers of my own: In the 
1990 census, 9 million people were considered to be rural 
poor, 80% of whom were white. Yet welfare is almost 
wholly associated with the (oftentimes urban) African 
American population. The best a rural poor person can 
hope for is subsistence-oriented forest farming based on 
family labor. This has been a fact that has existed, with 
little change, since the early 19th century. Perhaps some 
of you remember the old !-shirts about the "Road Kill 
Cafe?" For all its supposed humor, it is a genuine source 
of subsistence for those rural poor fortunate enough to be 
within walking distance of a road. Furthermore, these 
people are frequently so geographically isolated that they 
are not even capable of gaining access to welfare despite 
their eligibility. Not to mention the lack of running water 
or electricity. 
. . Addit!~nally, if we are going to talk about stag-
gering 1nequalit1es and the plight of the poor I think it is far 
more productive to analyze other aspects than the ones 
pointed out in the article under discussion, which are 
dubious at best. The fact that poverty among children is 
now the _most prominent form of poverty ought to be strik-
ing, particularly because this is a novelty in American his-
tory. Furthermore, we might point to the fact that for all the 
love Clinton receives, his 1996 Personal Responsibility 
and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) 
destroyed Aid to Families with Dependent Children 
(AFDC) and replaced it with Temporary Assistance to 
Needy Families (TANF), which, in essence, fundamental-
ly restructured the very philosophy behind the Social 
Security Act of 1935. The government is no longer man-
dated to provide at least some minimum level of well-
being for all of its citizens. 
To magnify the problem a bit more, currently 
conservatives and liberals alike are praising the Clinton-
era policy because less people are now on welfare. They 
interpret this to mean that It has been successful in get-
ting people back to work, yet they fail to mention the fact 
that after 5 years of assistance you are completely 
dropped from the rolls, and if you are unable to find work 
y~u have no means of subsistence. Welfare is also inap~ 
plicable to anyone holding over a bare minimum of assets 
(savings, a car, a house, etc), which, in effect, actually 
encourages people not to save for fear of losing eligibili-
ty .. An? all this is not to mention that the poverty line, 
which ,_s how poverty is measured in the first place, is 
wholly inadequate. Not only does it suggest that if you 
make $1 more than some arbitrary number you are not 
poor, but it also suggests that there is no discrepancy 
between what you can get for $500 in New York City ver-
sus the sticks of Kentucky. 
In closing, I would like to state that I am tired of 
all the_ difference politics and I am tired of all the magical 
statIstIcs that are meant to create some sort of scientific 
validity to an argument. I think many of us acknowledge 
the ease with which statistics can be manipulated. How-
ever, I think less of us realize that in structuring argu-
me~ts an~ analyses to pit African American poverty 
ag_aInst white poverty, or Hispanic poverty for that matter, 
ultimately you do an injustice to the problem as a whole. 
Instead of focusing on poverty you shift the focus to race. 
After all, poverty is poverty regardless of the color of your 
skin and, at least in my view, the government ought to be 
required to provide a minimum level of well-being for all 
its citizens. 
Grassroots Politics A Poem By ZOLTAN GLUCK 
Values? screaming at hunks of metal as they fly by 
catching an amused grin, 
a honk, 
a glimpse of an eye 
so that you barely know that you're communicating 
with a 
They see you on stage, pamphleteer 
you ignite and enage their sneering ear 
then they vanish in the night. 
Again. back here, designs for larger spheres 
while the rotation of these smaller 
are spiralling stalls of fear. 
human being 
back here again, politics loom somewhere above the gloom. and writing is monopolized by tears. 
A dark shadow cast. what lasts? of the great inspirations of the past? nothing come, 
nothing come 
linearly debilitating. 
we've come so far, 
so far, 
now we fall 
e person w o as een t e most mspiratIona o 
me is my mother. As a child, She talked to me abou 
he power of the mind, about clairvoyance an 
elepathy; when I was sixteen, she gave me a boo 
ailed Many Lives, Many Masters, about Past-Ii! 
regre~sion therapy. She talked to me about Yogi 
ho live In mountaintops sitting, cross-legged, with 
long beards, breathing next to the clouds. 
Sometimes, when her friends ask her to 
elp, she listens and holds their hands to comfort 
but also to read their palms. She once looked at ' 
oman's palm and told her that she was going t 
ave a boy. The lady who was in her late 40's, earl 
O's, laughed at her and said, "No way!" A couple o 
onths later, she became pregnant and later had 
y. 
When I was seven years old, I had 
evere asthma attack. Lying down on the bed, I tel 
ike a refrigerator was pushing down on my chest. 
My pajamas were heavy with sweat, my feet wer 
old and my forehead was hot like a teakettle. A 
ne point, I told my mom that the middle of my arm 
tarted to hurt-the part they draw blood from. Sh 
old me that an angel was giving me a shot tha 
ould ma~e me feel better. Then, to help the angel, 
s she said, she put her warm hands on my ches 
nd closed her eyes. She told me to imagine 
beam of light emanating from her hands. She told 
me to pretend that my lungs were feeling better and 
njoying the radiating beam. The pain dissipated 
nd I could breathe easier. 
My mother has suffered from depression 
hat cast a shadow over her life for years. In 
recent conversation she told me, "I'm forty-seven 
nd I'm finally enjoying life for the first time.' 
Now she laughs and always makes jokes, 
nd she has also taken up an interesting hobby: 
ooking people up. My mother, somehow, hooked 
p my uncle, Hector, who had been married to 
ears, with a friend from work. When his wife le 
im, she got to work. Knowing that he didn't have 
reen card, she started working on Luz, her frien 
rom work, who is Colombian, but also a naturalize 
U.S. citizen. She told Luz that her brother Hecto 
as a hard-worker, a good businessman, was kind 
nd good-looking; that his eyes became blue in th 
ol and green in the sea. She told him that Lu 
as pretty, also had pretty green eyes, a nice smile, 
nd was a warm woman whose only husband ha 
passed away some years back. My -uncle drove t 
onnecticut from Georgia, met Luz, and now the 
re married-and according to my mother, are living 
happily together. Recently, my uncle got his social 
ecurity card. 
Her current project is more ambitious. No 
he boundaries are not from state to state, but coun 
ry to country. She is setting up my cousin, Miyei, 
ho lives in Cartagena, Colombia, with my mom' 
oyfriend's brother, Carlos, who lives in the Domini 
an Republic. When Carlos visited New Haven h 
old my mother that he felt lonely and hadn't,' ye 
ound a wife. She told him about Miyei, that she wa 
oung, hard working, funny and attractive. So far 
his is the latest update of that story. ' 
This is what I love about my mother: Tha 
ike Super Man working as a reporter during the da 
and saving people at night, she dusts and wipes and 
weeps for a nursing home-a cupid incognito. 
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Julia. & Isabel.la ~ed 'ril~ ~oti44eue 
Foods From Sunny Italy aHd, s~ ShJ,p 
www.juliaandisabella.com 
Featured Menu Items: 
-An exciting array of homemade antipasti like "The Verdura" (slow 
roasted egglplant, sweet spanish onion, roma tomato and sweet 
roasted garlic) starting at $5.95 
-16 choices of specialty sandwiches and unusual pizzas 
-Beautifully prepared Italian specialties all within your budget 
-Homemade desserts 
-Romantic and friendly atmosphere 
-Full bar and wine list, Peach Bellin is, Mojitos 
-All _menu items available for take-out 
at~'at)di, 
Firehouse Plaza, Red Hook 
(Make a right at the main Intersection in Red Hook, 
Firehouse Plaza is on the left. Alternate corner from 
the shuttle stop in Red Hook) 
*Vegetarian Friendly 
* Fresh Roasted Meats 
*Imported Italian Specialty items 
*Fresh Mozzarella Cheese 
* Arthur Ave. Breads Serving Dinner 
Wed/Thurs/Fri. 4-1 Opm ·-------------------------------------------· Serving Lunch and Dinner 1 • 
Sat/Sun. 11 am-3pm, 4pm-1 Opm :Check Out Red Hook Rotisserie and: 







: for Bard Students! : 
r-;;::~a~ ~:~ ~ ~:-s~: :~~~~::t-~~~~i~~-~~~ ~-:~:-J _______ .  -------------___ __j 
:recieve 10% off of your dinner on any evening except! Call ahead to place phone orders early 
l Friday and Saturday night. : (845)758-0940 
I I 
I I ~-------------------------------------------~ Rt. 9, Upper Red Hook, (Left @ the 199 intersection or 
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Letters to the Bard Community 
Before Wednesday. .. 
I am writing this letter in regards to the Bard protest on Wednesday, November 3rd 2004. 
I do not disagree with standing up for what you believe in. What I do disagree with is how you went about 
it. 
First and foremost, the election was over. So why are you disrupting the flow and everyday happenings 
of Red Hook? A town that has done nothing but support Bard College for years. 
Do you think your protest was going to change the outcome of the election? Was it going to change the 
decisions of the whole United States? It's one thing to voice your opinions or to show your support for Kerry, but 
what you did was wrong. 
Let me explain what you accomplished during your protest. It's hard enough to run a small business and 
support a family. Well the small businesses lost money because everyone had to take alternate routes. Kids were 
late getting home from school. How many parents were worried about the welfare and safety of their children? 
And lastly, as a member of the Red Hook Reserve Squad I could not get through the traffic jam you caused to 
answer a call. Suppose this was a medical emergency and one of your fellow students was in need of medical 
attention? Or a cardiac call where a person's chance of survival is about 10% after 8 minutes after they go into 
Cardiac Arrest? 
Once again, it's great to see young Americans get involved in the happenings of the world; after all, 
young people our are future. But what you did was just cause anguish on a town that did nothing to deserve it. 
Certainly we could go on about what Bush did or didn't do. I have a nephew who is 21 years old that is 
now a veteran after serving time in Afghanistan and Iraq! 21 years old and a veteran! 
In closing I just want to say your protest did this: absolutely nothing in regards to the outcome of the elec-
tion, yet it affected and disrupted an entire community. Years ago.Bard was a tough thing to swallow for local res-




We Tried. • • 
On behalf of the Red Hook/Tivoli Democratic Committee, we applaud the students of Bard Colege for their tremen-
dous contributions in the presidential campaign this year. We are of course disappointed with the results national-
ly, but we are proud of our party's stunning local success. Locally, Bard students voted in the largest numbers ever, 
and helped to put Democratic candidates over the top. 
John Kerry carried Red Hook with the largest victory margin of any Democrat ever on a ballot here, wiping 
out George W. Bush by a nearly 600-vote margin: 2691 to 2106 (107 for Nader). In District 5, which includes Bard 
College and Barrytown, Bush was crushed 522 to 82. 
Also in Red Hook, Chuck Schumer routed Howard Mills in the U.S. Senate race, 2779 to 1342, and 
statewide registered the biggest win by a Senate candidate in New York history. O'Grady, the Conservative candi-
date, got 217 Red Hook votes. 
The Democratic candidate for Congress, Doris Kelly beat the incumbent John Sweeney in Red Hook by 
2149 to 2095. 
John Kerry also won in the towns of Milan, Rhinebeck, and Northeast, as well as county-wide in Ulster and 
Columbia counties, though not in Dutchess. 
While _the fate of the nation will unfold in the coming months and years as the consequences of Bush's vic-
tory become clear, Democrats in Northern Dutchess ran an amazingly successful campaign for our candidates. The 
Democratic Party here is no longer the perennial also-ran, but a power to contend with at the ballot box. 
Thanks to all who campaigned for our ticket, and put Kerry/Edwards, Chuck Schumer, and Doris Kelly over 
the top locally! And thanks, too, to the many who traveled out of state, made phone calls to swing states, and helped 
the campaign in countless other ways. 
F-or the Kerry/Edwards campaign, and the Red Hook/Tivoli Democrats, 
Fergus M. Bordewich, and Glenn Goldstein 
Co-Chairs, Red Hook/Tivoli Democratic Committee 
On the 5th. Grade Trip to Washington DC, Don't Forget 
to Piss on Cheney's Grave in Front of the Kids ... 
As I've had my head stuck in Cormac McCarthy's Blood Meridian, an epic novel filled with the starkest violence imaginable, . 
■ •Et9:,rn 
__ --ff ·ESox. 
and several books of personal accounts collected from men who fought in World War I, I thought I should offer a few sparse }\t '\:;, ......... _.·.·.· . · ... •· . ....... ?. ·.· .•. ..... . .. .... } 
Peace. 
Tom Mattos, Jr. 
November 16, 2004 
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On the Frontlines By DANIEL KARPOWITZ 
On one thing everyone seems to agree. The conservative 
success seems to have been built on an otherwise shaky 
and irrational coalition between corporate interests and 
evangelical Christianity. 
Nearly all of the hand wringing over the question 
of 'moral values' seems to begin with this assumption. 
How can the small, rural and suburban churchgoers iden-
tify their interests with the oil oligarchs of Kennebunkport? 
How have the managers of the military industrial complex 
(identified as the central threat to our national security by a 
typically American president - half major general, half 
Quaker) - how have these forged an alliance with the 
working poor who believe they walk in the paths of the 
Gospel? 
Underlying these questions and answers is a mis-
takenly generous, and deeply ideological view of the char-
acter of certain forms of corporate power and of religious 
reaction. These mistaken views make it unnecessary to 
ask whether today's conservative alignment conceals 
deeper conflicts of interest or expresses a genuine and 
underlying affinity. 
Perhaps certain evangelical and corporate forces 
share deeply reactionary motives and draw their force from 
common emotional wellsprings. Any progressive attempt 
to break this alliance, or chart a path for a different align-
ment, should consider this possibility. 
We might imagine that the partners in the conser-
vative· alliance share a common orientation to questions of 
work, discipline, identity, and pleasure. We might recog-
nize in the supposedly new conservative alliance a shared 
ethos of domination, a vindictive and lop-sided version of 
.;vhat 'reality' demands. In this ethos we find sexuality 
defined as fixed difference, parenting defined as much by 
punition and discipline as by nurturance, marriage as a 
productive unit for hierarchical procreation, emotionally 
mature activity equated with the realm of production, and 
of all creative activity understood in the terms of the phrase 
"wealth creation." Here might be an explanation for the 
strange mantra of "hard work" reiterated so compulsively in 
the simulacrum of the second debate. Is it not possible 
that systems for the control and distribution of wealth 
based on domination align naturally with social relations 
designed to subordinate the proliferation of pleasure? 
Each are arrayed against the manifold forms of life that 
might constitute another, less brutal existence, be it the 
play of 'ethical self-fashioning', of display and fantasy, in a 
politics that is less instrumental and more constitutive of 
human fulfillment, and of forms of citizenship that partici-
pate more in the arts of seeing and being seen. 
Speaking with a friend the other day, as we recov-
ered· from October's campaign, we concluded that the-
problem with the direct engagement in politics is that it is 
exhausting, requires an enormous amount of time and 
energy, is alienating, and leaves one often with a harrow-
ing sense of the ephemeral. This is especially true when 
participatory politics is primarily experienced as part of the 
electoral process. As Charles Taylor writes: "to take a 
social decision by voting implies that it is right, appropriate, 
and intelligible t6 build the community decision out of a 
concatenation of individual decisions .... An atomistic deci-
sion procedure of this kind is tantamount to dissolving the 
social bond." 
Political organizing, even for an election, can be 
exhilarating, passionate, and fascinating. There is an ebb 
and rush of energy as efforts coincide among friends, 
lovers, family, and neighbors. Large-scale social coordina-
tion gives rise to exquisite moments of risk and spontane-
ity. With a focus and intensity that resembles the strange, 
elective affinity that arises among members of a theater 
company in rehearsal, a sort of fictive family emerges as 
extended conversations with colleagues and strangers 
unfold at doorsteps and the edge of normally guarded 
thresholds, on the steps of porches and in backyard lawns, 
in kitchens and comer markets - conversations held on the 
raw-edged nerve between quarrel and sympathy. 
And yet, at the end of the day, the work of cam-
paigning becomes remarkably uninteresting. Why is this? 
In a typical campaign, quantity displaces quality; the meas-
uring out of policies and their effects displaces the real play 
of philosophies in life. Efficiencies of scale displace the 
intimacies and risk of civic confrontation. Deeper ques-
tions of meaning are necessarily repressed given the 
emphasis on questions of marketing and pitch,. slogans 
ennobled with the jargon of warfare. Thoughtfulness is 
enlisted and disciplined in the service of strategy and tac-
tics. 
In the thrill of the campaign, the heat of battle, 
these sacrifices hold a frightening and irresistible appeal. 
But nothing is as striking as the contrast between the delib-
erations and discourse that go on among volunteers, 
between partisans and the undecided, and the vacuous 
and anti-climactic act of voting itself. This is reflected in 
the central focus of the campaign: the counting of the 
votes. My volunteer work over the course of the election 
involved leading a get-out-the-vote campaign in several 
suburban counties of Pennsylvania, where I grew up. The 
excitement of marshaling hundreds or even thousands of 
votes, of coordinating collective action, was punctuated by 
frustration - felt by me and nearly all of the people with 
whom I worked so closely - over the seemingly crucial 
need to focus on quantity, on votes, on the count and turn-
ing it out. As a result of the extraordinary vitality and beau-
ty of the people I worked with - my family, my friends, 
neighbors and strangers - we were successful organizers: 
our tum-out was excellent. What does it mean, exactly, to 
produce numbers? At any rate, my greatest desire and 
greatest challenge was to maintain the vitality and beauty, 
the energy of thoughtfulness and intimacy, while the appa-
ratus of organizing carried us inevitably forward. The life 
and pleasure of the work lay in the face-to-face engage-
ments with other volunteers and the strangers and neigh-
bors whom we encountered over the weeks, the homes of 
rich and poor on whose thresholds we stood or from which 
we were chased away, the strange kitchens into which we 
were welcomed. The-act of actually casting a vote is, of 
course, a terrible anticlimax. It is designed to be so. The 
vote is designed to be solitary, devoid of narrative, inartic-
ulate, sterile (if you're lucky) and neurotic in the broadest 
sense of the term. I myself avoided some of this alienating 
anti-climax by casting my ballot weeks in advance. I never 
stepped into the booth, pulled the curtain closed around 
me, and secretly cast my lot. Ironically, voting "absentee" 
freed me to participate in the vote in a far more meaning-
ful way. The secret ballot should be understood as a nec-
essary evil. Part of the problem with it lies in its close con-
nection to the idea that each person owns their own vote, 
that choices are like possessions, or like dollars to be 
earned, amass·ed, retained and spent. These sentiments 
are actually part of what makes get out the vote campaigns 
such difficult affairs: in the midst of the greatest - and sole 
- process of civic participation this country has, nobody 
wants anybody meddling in their business. The social 
practice that takes place in the closeted voting booth lays 
a difficult foundation for the more confrontational intima-
cies of collective action. The closer the time-metric of the 
calendar and clock brought us to the moment at which we 
would have to define our collective action "out of a con-
catenation of individual decisions," the more we as cam-
paigners felt compelled felt to abandon substantive discus-
sion and intimate conversation for the frenetic emphasis 
on producing the numbers. 
At 7:15 pm, the evening of November 2nd, phys-
ically exhausted and with my nerves attenuated, stretched 
thin and brittle and sensitive like gossamer, I walked 
through the dark grounds of a last apartment complex in a 
suburban subdivision of Montgomery County. The night 
was black and clear and cold. The high school gym which 
held the voting booths could not be seen from the court-
yard of brick apartments, but its bright lights cast a glare 
into the dark sky. Election eve was unseasonably cold, 
and the lawns and pathways that ran between the hun-
dreds of small apartments were silent and deserted. 
Freakishly, the air was filled the sound of gunfire. A shoot-
ing range sat somewhere nearby, invisible, but looming 
within earshot of both the apartments and the polls, as if 
perched in a nearby hilltop. Neither shooters nor targets 
could be seen, the loud and rapid firing of weapons caus-
ing an invisible, harrowing spectacle made up only of the 
thundering absence. Could they not have suspending the 
shooting for final hours of the election in the first early dark-
ness of autumn? A wave of conspiratorial paranoia swept 
over me and passed. After the morning rush of voting, the 
crowds had dissipated and never returned. With less than 
an hour remaining at the end of the day, the polls had fall-
en nearly silent. The beautiful young woman with whom I 
was canvassing sat in our car off in the distance, the doors 
locked, the night around her, the small light on in the cabin, 
talking on her cell phone, encouraging people to come out 
and vote. I walked from apartment to apartment, knocking 
on the final doors. I could see my breath in the dark air 
under the streetlights, surrounded by the silence of the 
courtyard, a silence broken only by the loud erratic pulse 
of the gunfire. I arrived at my last doorway, disturbed, 
exhausted, elated, as if consuming my own essence in the 
last fumes of energy, slightly manic in the midst of a final 
depletion. Standing at the door of my last apartment, as 
the minutes ticked toward the final closing of the poll at 
8pm, I decided one last time to devote myself to a single 
voter, a single person, a single stranger, as I had not done 
since the earliest days of the campaign, a~ even then ii 
had been against the protocols of the GOTV campaign. I 
knocked and as often was the case, was answered by 
silence. I knocked again, and heard a faint shuffling as a 
body drew close to the blind side of the door, and fell silent 
again. I imagined that I could hear the person breathing 
heavily behind the panel. "Hello," I called out. I explained 
why I was there. "It's nearly over," I said, as much to 
myself as to the invisible stranger whom I knew was silent-
ly listening in to the stranger speaking in their hallway. "My 
name is Daniel," I went on, and introducing myself, I spoke 
about my growing up nearby, my family, the campaign, the 
importance of voting. The door opened a crack, and a face 
loomed vaguely in the half-light. I kept talking, about the 
weeks behind us, the few minutes that remained; I touched 
on some "issues". The door opened slightly more, as an 
old hand with age spots clung to the lintel. "I don't like 
either one of them," the ofd women growled. "I don't trust 
either one, and I don't like either one." "Yes," I answered, 
"let's admit it - they're both turkeys. Let's talk for a minute 
about the parties, their platforms, and the broad policies 
they advocate, what they'll actually do. 19 heck with the 
particular men. They're both equally unappealing, in their 
own way." She stood in the doorway, blinking as her eyes 
adjusted to the hallway light. She wore thick glasses, fit-
ted with a double set of corrective lenses that magnified 
her eyeballs and, while lending her a greater power of 
sight, emphasized to others the simple fact of her blind-
ness. As we spoke, the door opened more widely. I was 
looking for a man, evidently her husband, but he was in 
bed. "He doesn't like to go out. Forget about it." Precious 
minutes were passing. I pursued her instead. We spoke of 
policies, I tried to invoke the presence in her life of old 
Democratic Party stalwarts: Medicare, social security. She 
boiled over their declining value, the dwindling of her med-
ical coverage, the decision to tax her tiny fixed monthly 
checks. Yes, her father had been a democratic, she said 
bitterly, and had always tried to get her to be one. She 
referred to him curtly, and with bitterness. She must have 
been about seventy, and he was obviously long dead, but 
his memory loomed largely in the background of the con-
versation as we stood in the doorway. I spoke of my par-
ents and their shoe store down the road, of the federal 
loans that had helped us pay for the local university, of the 
struggle of my mom and dad to provide health coverage for 
their handful of employees. She wore nothing but a slip, 
and her lumpish, thick body leaned heavily on her thin but 
swollen legs. "I haven't registered in years," she said, "so 
I can't vote." I explained to·her the truth of that. "I'm reg-
istered Republican - I can't vote for your guy," she said. I 
explained that too, as much of it 8\, I could. She frowned 
and shuffled, and said, "I've no way to get there, and I'm 
not even dressed!" I explained to her about the car, and 
the minutes left, and the end of the long day, and the hand-
ful of crucial counties, and the swing states, and that we 
would drive her right over and back. "All right," she said. 
"I'll get dressed." As I walked by her side to the car, and 
opened the door, she told me of her girlhood in the rural 
counties to the west, and the school for the blind that 
brought her to the city for the first time, of her first and late-
husband, and of the surgery that restored some of her 
vision, the effects of which were now, after forty years, 
beginning to deteriorate once again. "I'll be totally blind~ 
again soon," she added. "It's not well lit around these 
apartments," I said. "Oh," she said dismissively, "I know 
my way." 
This woman was the last voter to cast a ballot at 
Abington 11-3, at just after 8pm on the evening of 
November 2nd. I paced outside as she voted, in the huge 
school parking lot that was nearly empty. As she emerged 
from the poll, a journalist approached her with a micro-
phone and a camera. The light cast down into her face. 
The woman waved her hands in front of her, turned her 
face away, and scowled. I intervened, said she was tired, 
said she was ready to go home. "Can you tell us why you 
came out to vote? Was this election important to you?" 
The old woman tried to answer, fumbled her words, and 
said that it was her own business. A moment later, as we 
got into the car, she said, "I would have liked to have 
answered the girl. But I've got nothing to say. You know -
number eight hundred," she declared. ''That's what the girl 
in there told me. The voting place girl. The most they've 
ever had, she said. And I was the last one. Number eight 
hundred." After a moment she added, "I'd play that tomor-
row, but I'd lose." As we drove her home she said to me, 
seated next to me in my parents' car, "You know, nobody 
tells me what to do. Nobody. But...if you ask nice." And 
she laughed, we laughed together. 
Daniel Karpowitz is Visiting 
Assistant Professor of 
Political Studies 
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The Observer will publish a 
40 page Fiction Issue at 
the end of this semester. 
We are calling on all Bard 
writers to submit their best 
writing. We love poetry, but 
we aren't going to publish 
it. There is neither a maxi-
mum nor a minimum word 
count. You can submit as 
many pieces as you like. 
Send your work via cam-
pus mail to Ethan Pqrter by 
t December 3 AND e-mail it 
t1 < . . 
; to observer@bard.edu. 
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